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INTRODUCTION 
In the educational world of today, there is probably much less 
room than in any previous era for teaching which is based on tradi­
tion and stereotyping rather than the realities of behavior. 
When society moved from century to century substan­
tially unchanged, there was some practical sense to the 
idea of education as transmission. You can "prepare for 
life" if the life will be there after the period of 
preparation is over. Whether education should ever be of 
this kind is another question, since such education is 
one way of ensuring social and cultural stagnation. How­
ever, in a static, stratified society "preparation for 
life" on the traditional model is a practicable if not 
desirable educational ideal. But in modern American soc­
iety, the adults are not preserving the status quo. Am­
erican social and cultural conditions are constantly 
changing. "With the advent of democracy and modern indus­
trial conditions," Dewey wrote in 1897, "it is impossible 
to foretell definitely just what civilization will be 
twenty years from now. Hence, it is impossible to pre­
pare the child for any precise set of conditions." When 
adult society is undergoing rapid reconstruction, tradi­
tional education becomes a deliberate miseducation of the 
young, a program of unfitting them for life. In a chang­
ing society, "to prepare the child for future life means 
to give him command of himself, it means so to train him 
that he will have full and ready use of all his capaci­
ties," . . . The controlling idea both of Dewey's edu­
cational and social philosophy (.which are inherently re­
lated) can be stated as having for its end, making the 
spiritual values of science an integral part of our cul­
ture life. When science is interpreted in broad terms 
of human values, it is what Dewey calls "freed intelli­
gence" CRatner, 1940, pp. x-xiii). 
The quotation above is just as applicable to the training of teach­
ers as it is to teaching students. It is no longer desirable to 
cling to the "traditionalist" model which views teaching as an art 
best acquired by a period of apprenticeship with an experienced 
teacher. To be sure one can always profit from the experiences of 
one's mentor, but what is needed most in modern education is not the 
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maintenance of time-honored tradition. Instead education needs 
teachers who are trained to formulate innovative ideas or hypoth­
eses about the control of student behavior. Teachers need training 
not in techniques per se but rather in the application of behav­
ioral technology to specific problems in specific classroom sit­
uations. Such training should be geared to teaching the teacher 
to utilize rather than merely assimilate new psychological infor­
mation as it is presented. 
fi Model of Learning to Teach 
The model which is offered here as an alternative to the "tra­
ditionalist " approach described above is that proposed by McDonald 
(1965, pp. 44-47). This view of the teacher is derived from the 
concept of "'planning" as formulated by Miller, Galanter, and Pri­
bram (1960)). Miller ejk al^. define a plan as "any hierarchical pro­
cess in the organism that can control the order in which a sequence 
of operations is to be performed." McDonald views teaching as a 
planning process. He describes teaching plans as "structures for 
teacher decisions about desired behavior changes in students and 
ways of implementing such changes" (McDonald, 1965, p. 48). 
Such decision-making plans evolve as the teacher makes selections 
among alternatives, considers the consequences of selecting a par­
ticular consequence, and considers the probability that a given 
consequence will occur. Estimates of the probability of any given 
consequence may be objective (as is the case when correlational 
studies are undertaken to determine a student's chances of success 
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in college given his high school grade point) or may be subjec­
tive in the sense that they are based entirely on the experience 
of the individual teacher. 
Teaching in McDonald's view is a process analogous to what the 
scientist does when he develops a theory; that is, the teacher must 
develop plans for dealing with classroom problems which are in ef­
fect hypotheses about ways to modify student behavior. Such hypoth­
eses are in most cases tested by the teacher's experience with the 
classes he teaches and generally fall in the realm of subjective 
rather than objective probabilities. Such hypotheses could, of 
course, be tested by experimental manipulations or correlational 
studies and in the cases in which the teacher chooses to adopt an 
empirical strategy, the probabilities become objective. In either 
case the teacher is behaving in a way which is analogous to scienti­
fic behavior in that he is trying to develop a teaching plan, which 
is in essence a hypothesis derived from his theory of teaching. 
In this way teaching plans become an important source of feedback 
and determine the development of the teacher's own highly indivi­
dual theory of the nature of teaching. 
The ideas expressed in the preceding paragraph are quite 
similar to the theory of the counseling interaction suggested by 
Lewis (1965). According to Lewis, the neophyte counselor is in­
itially forced to choose between a variety of theories of person­
ality but has very little information available as to the sort of 
interaction with a client in which he will function best, fis the 
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counselor has the opportunity to interact with a variety of clients, 
he begins to make observations about what seems to work and what 
does not and hence gradually evolves a theory of counseling.which 
is unique. (This must be so since individual.counselors bring 
rather different resources to the same client; hence different 
variables are operating.) 
If Lewis's theory is rephrased in McDonald's terminology, 
the neophyte counselor would be viewed as a scientist with a 
series of choices to make as to how to behave with clients. 
These decisions could be based on objective probabilities as in 
the case in which research evidence is available or subjective 
probabilities as in the case in which the counselor must rely on 
his own peracnal experiences or those of his colleagues. What 
the counselor will have when he is finished is a plan for coun­
seling which is a hypothesis, and the counselor's theory of coun­
seling will evolve as such hypotheses are tested. 
The "planner" model of teaching like any other model is 
not assumed to be an exact ireplicà- of the system it attempts 
to explain. It is instead an abstraction which tends to focus 
on certain selected aspects of teaching and to emphasize their 
importance while ignoring others. The aspects of teaching which 
this model emphasizes are the modifieability of teaching behavior, 
the influence which a teacher's theories about human behavior 
and learning can exert upon his behavior as a teacher, and the 
distinction between the acquisition of psychological knowledge, 
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and its utilization (McDonald, 1965, p. 51). Models can best be 
evaluated in terms of their utility. Thus the planner model of 
teaching may be considered a good scientific model to the extent 
that it generates new hypotheses about teaching or suggests new 
criteria for the evaluation of teachers and teacher training 
programs. 
If teachers are viewed as planners or theorists, then teach­
er training should provide as much opportunity as is possible for 
the teacher to develop his theory of teaching, to formulate plans 
based on the theory, and to receive feedback about the items he 
has generated. The plea for a greater emphasis on the acquisi­
tion of this kind of ability parallels Guilford's statement that 
what is needed in modern^education is "a better balance of train­
ing in the divergent thinking area as compared with training in 
convergent thinking and in critical thinking or evaluation (Guil­
ford, 1962, p.478%. 
A second antecedent of some of the salient characteristics 
of the model is apparent in Bruner's discussion of discovery 
learning : 
Mow to the hypothesis. It is my hunch that it is 
only through the exercise of problem solving and the 
effort of discovery that one learns the working heur­
istic of discovery, and the more one has practice, the 
more likely is one to generalize what one has learned 
into a style of problem solving or inquiry that serves 
for any kind of task one may encounter—or almost any 
kind of task. I think the matter is self-evident, but 
what is unclear is what kinds of training and teaching 
produce the best effects. How do we teach a child to, 
say, cut his losses but at the same time be persis­
G 
tent in trying out an idea; to risk forming an early 
hunch without at the same time formulating one so 
early and with so little evidence as to be stuck with 
it waiting for appropriate evidence to materialize ; to 
pose good testable guesses that are neither too brit­
tle nor too sinuously incorrigible; etc., etc. Prac­
tice in inquiry, in trying to figure out things for 
oneself is indeed what is needed, but in what form? 
Of only one thing I am convinced, I have never seen 
anybody improve in the art and technique of inquiry 
by any means other than engaging in inquiry (Bruner, 
1966, pp. 618-619). 
All of these statements imply that if it is truly desirable 
that students in courses in educational psychology learn how to 
think divergently, i. e., develop their own ideas and theories 
about teaching then it is extremely important that they be given 
practice in doing so. The next point to be considered then is 
the degree to which existing approaches to teaching educational 
psychology provide appropriate opportunities for practice in 
applying psychological knowledge and encouraging the student to 
generate new ideas and theories about behavior. 
In a recent unpublished manuscript. Brown and Gliessman 
(1968) have discussed two such strategies. One view is that psy­
chology should be generalized deductively to the classroom; the 
second, that the variables in the classroom should first be 
studied intensively, followed by the application of such psy­
chological knowledge as may be relevant. 
The first view suggests that psychology has devel­
oped certain theoretical viewpoints, principles, con­
cepts, research findings, etc., which have implications 
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for various aspects of teaching. The strategy of the 
educational psychologist becomes one of screening this 
content in terms of its relevance to teaching. The 
textbooks produced by those of this orientation tend to 
be organized around such traditional psychological cat­
egories as Conditioning of Learning, Retention and 
Transfer, Motivation, Measurement and Statistics, 
Personality Development, Concept Formation, etc. 
Usually included, with respect to the principles and 
concepts, are sections devoted to "Implications for 
Teaching" (Broun & Gliessman, 1968, p. 1). 
The reasoning process required of the teacher in this first 
view is clearly deductive. The teacher is to use the psychol­
ogical principle as a generalization which will suggest a solu­
tion to any of a class of educational problems. Such a deduc­
tive application assumes that the body of psychological research 
which deals with such topics as learning, motivation, and per­
sonality can be immediately generalized to classroom situations. 
The validity of this assumption is, of course, highly question­
able. Furthermore, those who would question it most are the 
very researchers who have supplied the basic data from which the 
deductive practitioner would seek to generalize. Hilgard (1966, 
p. 573) suggests that it is both impossible and undesirable to 
move from basic science research directly to the classroom with­
out going through a number of intervening steps. Beginning with 
basic studies which are not directly relevant to the classroom, 
such as studies on conditioning, a program of research might 
proceed to studies which utilize relevant subjects and topics, 
such as human verbal learning; proceed thence to school rele­
vant topics (e. g., mathematics); from there, to a laboratory 
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classroom, such as is employed in programmed learning studies; 
and finally, to a tryout of some learning principle in a normal 
classroom. 
The reason that such a complicated program of research is 
needed is that different variables come into play as a program 
proceeds from basic to applied research. This does not neces­
sarily imply that the effects demonstrated in the laboratory 
setting do not occur in the classroom as well, but it does raise 
a question as to whether a given principle of learning explains 
as much of the total variance in the classroom as it does in 
the laboratory, 
Hilgard's statements suggest the possibility of strong inter­
actions between the learning variables which have been demonstra­
ted in laboratory settings and situational variables specific to 
the classroom. If such interactions are strong and no attempt 
is made to control for them, classroom projects which the teacher 
sets up may fail, not because the learning principle is incapable 
of generalization but rather because the teacher has shown no 
sensitivity in setting up the situation in a manner which will 
insure success. Only after all of these factors have been care­
fully studied would it be scientifically and economically fea­
sible to proceed to the stage of advocacy and adoption of a psy­
chological principle into textbooks and teacher-training programs. 
Suffice it to say that few psychological principles are directly 
applicable to the classroom without careful consideration of 
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relevant situational variables^. 
The second view of educational psychology is very nearly 
the opposite of the first. 
The starting point is not the parent discipline 
of psychology, but teaching, or the teaching-learning 
process, or perhaps the school generally. Here the 
educational psychologist screens the clasaroom and the 
school for educational problems or issues and attempts 
to develop classes of problems or issues, or develop 
dimensions of processes. Having done this, he returns 
to the discipline of educational psychology for what-
As an example of the sort of application which is being 
discussed, the old argument about the relative merits of massed 
vs. distributed practice will be temporarily revived. These 
studies have sometimes been interpreted as evidence that students 
should not cram for examinations, A somewhat more adequate inter­
pretation of these same data would say that the relative merits 
of massed and distributive practice depend on the kind of task 
which is being learned; thus the instructor should point out 
this additional finding to his students to avoid an application 
of results which is inappropriate. I would argue, however, that 
even this somewhat more detailed interpretation is not enough. 
The teacher who is dealing with students who are trying to learn 
to study effectively may encounter other variables which interact 
with distribution of practice. Thus it is possible that the way 
in which learning is to be assessed, the goals of the learner, 
as well as, other variables which were purposely controlled out 
of the picture in laboratory investigations may interact with 
distribution of practice in the classroom. To the extent that 
such interactions are strong, it becomes increasingly indefen­
sible to advise students "not to cram for examinations" without 
knowing a good deal about the situation in which the student 
is learning. In this situation the teacher could probably learn 
more from studying the manner in which the psychologists who 
did the work on distributed practice thought through the problem 
than from learning the results of their studies per se. In the 
deductive or blind application sort of approach to the instruc­
tion of educational psychology, there tends to be little com­
munication to the student of the psychological way of thinking 
about problems. 
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ever may be relevant in the way of theory, principles, 
and research findings which may be of help in dealing 
with these problems. Texts written from this point 
of view tend to be organized around such topics as 
Pupil Characteristics and School Learning, Classroom 
Interaction and Learning, the Construction of Learning 
Situations, Teacher-made Tests, Providing for Indivi­
dual Differences, etc." (Brown & Gliessman, 1968, 
p. 1). 
The Brown-Gliessman approach to educational psychology has 
several advantages which distinguish it from the rival position. 
It suggests that the kind of thinking which students should be 
encouraged to practice is that of reasoning from the relevant 
aspects of a real teaching situation to the psychological prin­
ciples, research, etc. which may be relevant. Since this is more 
analogous to the situation the teacher must face when he actually 
begins to teach, it seems reasonable to expect a greater amount 
of transfer from the educational psychology course to the class­
room. Also because the student gets more practice in considering 
the multiplicity of situational variables inherent in classroom 
learning, there is less danger of his attempting to apply psychol­
ogical principles in a meaningless, stereotyped way. 
The obvious danger is that the kind of course proposed by 
Brown and Gliessman might produce planning behavior which is based 
almost exclusively on the subjective probabilities associated 
with the student's own (and perhaps biased) sampling of obser-
2 
vations of behavior , 
2 The "danger" involved probably varies a good deal depending 
on the nature of the problem being solved. In areas in which the 
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A course in educational psychology should offer more than 
sensitivity training or introduction to objective procedures of 
observation. Some guarantee must be provided that the student 
will also learn to find, interpret, and apply psychological data 
to a problem. 
A comparison of the deductive approach to applying psychol­
ogy and the alternative approach outlined by Brown and Gliessman 
leads to the conclusion that neither is entirely satisfactory. 
A purely deductive approach is indefensible until research is 
conducted in situations which are more analogous to that of the 
classroom. Applications based on careful observations of class­
room behavior by a teacher may be of great value in situations 
in which the value system of the teacher is not directly involved. 
To the extent that the teacher's value system is involved, it is 
imperative that teacher observations be considered in the light 
(Footnote continued) value system of the teacher is less dir­
ectly involved, it seems quite probable that a skillful observer 
might have as much or perhaps even more to contribute than does 
the psychological researcher. One such area is that of concept 
formation. The observations of classroom behavior to be found 
in Uertheimer's Productive Thinking and in Holt's Why Children 
Fall, while based primarily on observations and rather simple 
"experiments," are probably worth as much consideration as some 
of the more controlled work in the same area. 
In areas of greater social significance (such as racism and 
cultural deprivation), it seems unlikely that even a highly 
trained observer could avoid contaminating the observations he 
makes by introjecting his own value system. In such areas teacher-
problem-solving behavior which is based primarily on personal 
observations is likely to result in solutions to problems which 
fail to consider the total reality of the situation and hence 
are unlikely to be successful. The advantage of psychological 
research over opinion and speculation is not that the researcher's 
judgments are unbiased but rather that there are many checks and 
balances in good research technique to help him become aware of bias. 
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of more objective observations such as those found in psychol­
ogical data. 
The teacher like the applied psychologist seems to be plagued 
by the problem of developing a theory out of a superabundance of 
apparently unrelated empirical facts. (Here we assume that 
facts can be supported by either objective or subjective pro­
babilities.) MacKinney (1967) has discussed a concept which 
might provide a valuable heuristic for the teacher-theorist. 
This concept is based on the Baconian notion of inductive theory * 
MacKinney feels that the emphasis on empirical rather than formal 
theoretical studies in industrial psychology has led to a situa­
tion in which a sound theoretical structure can best be estab­
lished on the basis of generalizations which relate existing 
empirical facts. 
In overview the process is first to summarize a 
set of empirical observations none of which previously 
have been related to the others in any clear or formal 
way, and second to hypothesize the generalization 
which relates these to each other. The generalization 
must be one with which the empirical events appear to 
be consistent (note this does not preclude other gen­
eralizations). Subsequently, this generalization may 
be used to predict the outcome of future empirical 
observation (MacKinney, 1967, p. 58). 
Extending MacKinney's concept to the situation in which the 
teacher is trying to develop and test hia plans or hypotheses 
and hence to develop his theory of teaching, it would appear 
that what the teacher does or should do is to make a series of 
observations of classroom data which are available and finally 
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to review relevant psychological concepts and studies and to 
hypothesize a generalization which relates these observations 
and data. These hypothesized generalizations would then have 
to be tested by subsequent teacher experiences (in which case 
support for the hypothesis would be based on subjective probab­
ility) or by empirical data (which would yield an objective 
probability). 
The advantage that the concept of inductive theory offers 
over the approach advocated by Brown and Gliessman is the clar­
ification it offers concerning the relationship of psychological 
data to the observations the teacher maKBS in the classroom. 
An ideal inductive theory of classroom teaching and learning 
would be based on empirical data obtained in the classroom. Such 
research would take into account all the important variables 
which are involved in classroom learning. Since such an array 
of empirical evidence is not available, we must be satisfied 
for the present with applications based on laboratory studies, 
our subjective perceptions of the variables operating in a 
classroom setting, and whatever empirical findings are available on 
real classroom settings-. 
From the standpoint of an inductive theory, all three kinds 
of evidence are worthy of consideration;- and all three must be 
taken into account. Psychology may suggest to the teacher that 
it is potentially fruitful to manipulate certain variables in 
order to gain control over a given class of student behaviors. 
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The teacher's job is to study the situation carefully to see 
what situational variables might be acting which could produce 
strong interactions. Such interactions may exert a negative 
influence on the behavior of interest in which case they should 
be controlled out of the picture. In other cases they might 
tend to enhance the desired effect in which case the experimenter 
would want to maximize interaction. This sort of analysis should 
lead the teacher to a generalization which can then be tested 
in the classroom either subjectively or objectively and would 
serve as the basis for the teacher's theory of teaching. To the 
extent to which hypothesis testing of this sort yields objective 
probabilities and can be shown to replicate over different teach­
ers and classrooms, it might even provide a means of expanding 
our understanding of psychology in general (MacHinney, 1967). 
A Theory of Learning to Teach 
Gagne (1962) has proposed that learning tends to have a 
hierarchical structure. This structure is made up of a network 
of learnina sets all of which are subordinate to the desired 
terminal behavior. In applying this idea to the analysis of 
learning tasks, Gagne uses the following approach:- beginning with 
the final task, the question is asked, "What kind of capability 
would an individual have to possess if he were to perform this 
task successfully were we to give him only instructions?" The 
answer to this question identifies a new task which, while con­
ceived of as an "internal disposition," can be measured directly 
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as a performance. This new task is a behavior which represents 
a subordinate set; it is possible to define a new task or series 
of tasks which are removed one more level of abstraction from 
the terminal behavior in question. By continuing this procedure, 
it is possible to arrive at a hierarchy of subordinate knowledges 
which are increasingly simple, more general, and more indirect 
in their determination of the terminal behavior being acquired. 
Application of Gagne's ideas about the structure of learn­
ing to the problem of teaching students in Educational Psychology 
333 to utilize an inductive strategy to formulate theories and hy­
potheses about behavior tends to focus attention on the sequence of 
tasks which must be mastered before an inductive application of 
knowledge is possible. To suggest that there may be an unalterable 
sequence of events which is common to any given subclass of diver­
gent productions would seem to be a contradiction in terms. The 
idea is clarified by recalling that to fulfill Gagne's criterion 
for a structure of knowledge, all that is needed is a hierarchy 
of necessary but not necessarily sufficient conditions. Thus 
if divergent thinking is defined as the synthesis of two or more 
ideas, facts, or concepts; then the necessary conditions for 
any given divergent response can be defined as the ideas, facts, 
or concepts which have to be combined. Support for this conten­
tion may be found in Hudson's finding that increasing the associ­
ation value of a word related to an original solution to a pro­
blem tended to increase the probability of that solution (Judson, 
Gofer, & Gelfand, 1956). Stated very simply this finding implies 
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that before two ideas can be synthesized with an original re­
sponse, both ideas must be present in the repetoire. 
The ideas suggested that it might be possible to write a 
teaching program which trains subjects to think divergently. 
Thus if the behavior of interest can be described as the syn­
thesis of two little known facts, it would be possible to con­
struct a learning program which begins by providing appropriate 
experiences with the two facts in question and asks a question 
which could be (but is not necessarily answerable by the syn­
thesizing of the two into a new idea. Furthermore, this same pro­
cedure could be adapted to the situation in which a divergent 
production is contingent upon the acquisition of several specific 
competencies or to use Gagne's terminology "learning sets," 
While it is often assumed that the utility of programmed 
instruction is limited to materials that can be learned by "drill" 
or rate learning, there have been several successful attempts to 
extend programmed instruction to materials which are more com­
plexly structured. Thus programs exist for teaching apprecia­
tion of poetry CReid, Ciardi, & Perrine, 1963), interpretation 
and application of psychological literature (Pressey, 1967), 
and creativity and problem solving (Crutchfield, 1965). These 
examples provide support for the hypothesis that programmed instruc­
tion can be used to advantage in shaping complex thought processes. 
One aim of the present study is to develop a program for the ap­
plication of psychological knowledge which is based on the con­
cept of a hierarchy of learning sets. 
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STATEMENT OF PROBLEM 
The model which treats the teacher as a planner or an in­
ductive theorist is not intended to be a description of the nor­
mal or usual behavior of the typical teacher as he exists today. 
What is being presented is really an ideal model;.- i. e., it is 
proposed that inductive theorizing would, if incorporated into 
the teacher's behavioral repertoire, lead to a higher quality 
of educational innovation and teacher problem solving than is 
typical today. What seems to be needed is a kind of educational 
technologist who combines scientific understanding with great 
sensitivity to the nuances of the classroom situation. The in­
ductive theory approach may provide a heuristic to facilitate 
innovative teacher behavior. 
The major purpose of this project is to evaluate the ef­
fectiveness of a learning program designed to teach students in 
educational psychology to apply psychological knowledge and data 
to a series of problems based on video tapes of unrehearsed class­
room behavior. More specific objectives are the following: 
1. To design a learning program in the application of 
psychological knowledge which is based on the concept of the 
teacher as inductive theorist. 
2. To design the above-mentioned program in a manner which 
incorporates Gagne's theory of learning as a hierarchy of learn­
ing sets. This approach will make it possible to test not only 
the inductive theory notion itself but also the efficiency of 
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one methodological approach to teaching people to theorize in 
an inductive manner. By writing a program, the sections of which 
are learning sets, and administering all factorial arrangements 
of these learning sets to different groups of students, it will 
be possible to locate some of the prerequisites for this kind 
of application of psychology. 
In order to insure that any conclusions made in regard to 
objectives 1 and 2 are valid, a series of control procedures 
will be needed. The specific purposes of these procedures will 
be :: 
1. To demonstrate that any effects which occur are not 
due to differences in the student's knowledge of relevant psychol­
ogical material. 
2. To demonstrate that any effects which occur are not 
due to differences between various sections of the course. 
Such differences could occur because of motivational or ability 
differences between students in different sections of the course 
of differences in the orientation and quality of instruction 
in different sections. 
3. To demonstrate that any effects which occur are more 
pronounced when the learning sets are presented via programmed 
instruction (practice plus feedback) than when students are 
provided with practice in problem solving but no feedback or 
when neither feedback nor practice are provided. These controls 
are instituted to provide some evidence that programmed instruc­
19 
tion is a suitable vehicle for introducing innovative behavior 
into the behavioral repertoire of the student. Findings rele­
vant to this point should be useful since a search of the lit­
erature revealed only one other instance in which programmed 
instruction was used for such a purpose (Crutchfield, 1965). 
4. To further clarify the uniqueness of the contribution 
of programmed instruction to innovative teacher behavior, an 
attempt will be made to show that a learning program is more 
effective than a carefully written set of instructions which cover 
the same basic points. 
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METHOD 
By applying Gagne's approach (1962) to the problem of de­
vising a training program for inductive theorists, the inves­
tigator constructed the hierarchy of learning sets depicted in 
Appendix D, To generate this theory it was first necessary to 
conceptualize the desired terminal behavior; e. g., what would 
a teacher trained in the inductive theory approach do when con­
fronted with a problem in applied psychology. This behavior is 
briefly described in Frame 11 of Appendix D. The operational 
definition of this same behavior may be found in the "Applica­
tion of Knowledge Scale " (Appendix B). The next step was to 
determine what the student would have to know in order to do 
well on the A-H Scale. Answering this question led to the in­
clusion of the learning sets shown in Frames B, 9, and ID of 
Appendix D. Using this same approach with the subordinate set 
in Frame 8 led to the inclusion of Sets 6 and 7, The remain­
der of the hierarchy was generated in a like manner. 
Independent Variables 
Variable A., Kind of practice in making applications of psychol­
ogical knowledge 
If, as specified in the theory, inductive applications of 
psychological knowledge can be made only after all the subor­
dinate learning sets depicted in Appendix D have been acquired, 
it then becomes important to establish the conditions under which 
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acquisition of each subordinate set is most likely to occur. 
Three such learning conditions were investigated; 
Practice with feedback. Ss who were assigned to this 
condition completed the program shown in Appendix E and Prob­
lem I and Problem II which are shown in Appendix G. The pro­
gram was written so that sections correspond to specific learn­
ing sets in the theory. Appendix D diagrams these learning sets 
and states which sections of the program correspond to which 
sets. The program provided practice in applying the results 
of several psychological studies to the attainment of the objec­
tive outlined in Problem I. 
Problem I presented S with a study not encountered in the 
program and required that he generate some new ideas from this 
study. Thus Problem I provided knowledge of a psychological 
study which was relevant to the stated objective and additional 
practice in applying such data. Unlike the learning program 
itself, no attempt was made in Problem I to provide the student 
with feedback. 
Problem II was similar in format to Problem I in that know­
ledge of a relevant study was provided and the student was asked 
to make use of a study to generate a plan to attain a stated 
educational objective. This time, however, the objective was 
different in that the student's performance on Problem II was 
a measure of the degree to which the strategy of utilizing in­
formation acquired in the program and in Problem II would trans-
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fer to a new problem in which the stated objective was different. 
Practice with no feedback. Ss who were assigned to 
this condition completed Problems I and II but did not work the 
I-A-P-H Program. Sb in knowledge of a relevant study was 
provided, differed from A^, however, in that in condition 
Ag Ss received less practice than Ss assigned to Thus if 
practice and feedback are relevant variables in this kind of 
learning, it may be predicted that groups assigned to condition 
Ag should not do as well on Problem II as do groups assigned 
to A^. 
A^. Knowledge only. Sa who were assigned to condition A^ 
completed only Problem II. Aa in A^ and Ag, knowledge of a rele­
vant study was provided. Ss in A^ received no practice and no 
feedback; hence to the extent that practice and feedback are 
important variables, it may be predicted that groups assigned 
to condition A^ should not do as well on Problem II as those 
assigned to A^. 
Variable B. Training in specifying educational objectives in 
terms of observable behavior 
The Specification of Educational Objectives Program (S-E-0) 
is shown in Appendix F. It was written so that portions of the 
program correspond to specific learning sets in the hierarchical 
theory of learning. Appendix D diagrams these learning sets 
and states which sections of the program correspond to which 
sets. Two experimental conditions were used to test for the 
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effects of this variable. In condition 8^ all portions of the 
5-E-D Program were completed. In condition none of the sec­
tions were introduced. 
Variable C. Instructions to subjects 
The value of developing a clear statement of educational 
objectives is clearly evident in one of Bloom's reports on the 
development of a taxonomy of educational objectives (Bloom, 
19561. Many institutions participating in this program found 
that once they had developed a clear statement of their educa­
tional goals, it became immediately apparent that innovations 
were needed in some aspects of their approach to education. 
Hilgard (1966) and Mager (1961) have provided some support for 
this position; Mager has gone so far as to suggest that once 
the instructor has provided the learner with a precise state­
ment of the sort of performance which is expected, the learner 
will in most cases be capable of proceeding_to the objectiver 
with no further assistance from the instructor. 
These statements have important implications in regard to 
tests of hypotheses about learning programs. If Mager's state­
ments are correct, it may well be that in many cases all that 
programmed instruction really accomplishes is to tell the learner 
in a clear and unambiguous manner what is expected of him; e. g., 
what he is expected to do. If this is so, a clear description 
of what the learner is expected to do might prove just as ade­
quate as a learning program and considerably less time consuming 
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and expensive. 
Ta determine whether such a hypothesis might be supported 
for the inductive applications and objectives training programs, 
a summary of the main points in these programs was prepared and 
given to all students assigned to condition C^. Control groups 
were assigned to a "no summary" condition (C^). 
Design 
It seemed desirable to avoid the confounding of treatment 
effects with differences due to variables such as instructor 
expertiBÈ, student motivation, and others which might differr 
from section to section of the course. In addition it should 
be interesting to compare the amount of variability attributable 
to differences between sections to the amount of variability 
due to treatment variables A, B, and C. Finally, and most im­
portant of all, were the main effects and interactions of vari­
ables A, B, and C, 
In order to accomplish these aims, all treatment variables 
were arranged in a complete factorial design. Three replications 
of this design were obtained in each of six sections of Psychol­
ogy 333 thus making it possible to look at the main effects of 
variables A, B, and C with the effects of instructor expertise, 
student motivation, and other variables which might vary system­
atically between sections controlled out of the picture. A 
schematic of the factorial arrangements of variables A, B, and C 
and the way this arrangement was replicated within and across 
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different sections of the course is shown in Figure 2. There 
were 12 treatment groups in each of the six sections or a total 
of 72 cells in the design. Subjects in each section were randomly 
assigned to one of the 12 treatment groups so that within any 
given section at least three subjects were originally assigned 
to each group. There was some attrition during data collection 
due to students dropping the course of failing to complete the 
assignment. The number of subjects left in each cell at the end 
of the study is shown in Figure 2. 
Dependent Variables and Hypotheses 
Abstraction-Operational Scale (A-0) 
The A-0 Scale is shown in Appendix R. This scale was used 
to evaluate the educational objectives which Ss gave in response 
to Section I of the problems. The ff-0 Scale was constructed by 
abstracting the main points in Section C of the learning program 
and placing them on a 5 point ordinal scale. Objectives which 
were abstract, unspecified, or vague were assigned lower values 
on the scales, while objectives which had been stated in terms 
of observable behavior and hence could be easily communicated 
were assigned to the upper values. In cases in which S stated 
more than one objective, raters were instructed to rate pri­
marily on the basis of that objective which was most clearly 
stated. 
Since the A-0 Scale is essentially a measure of the extent 
to which the subject has stated his objective in terms of obser— 
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Section Repli- Treatment combinations and £s fa 
cation 
Sect. I 
" l  ^l^l^l AiBiCg AiB^Ci AiB^C^ W 2  A 
" 2  
n=3 n=3 n=3 n=3 n=3 n=3 
s 
Sect. II A^BiCi AiBiC^ AiBgCj AiBgCg AgBiCi AgBiC^ f 
«5 n=3 n=3 n=3 n=3 n=3 n=2 
"s 
Sect* III «7 AiBiCg AiBgCi AiB^C^ AgBiCi A^BiC^ f 
"s 
n=2 n=3 n=l n=3 n=3 n=2 
«9 
Sect. IV 0
 
1—1 I
T
 
AiBiCi A.BiC^ AiBgCi AlBgCg Vl^l AjBiCg / 
"11 
n=3 n=3 n=3 n=2. n=3 n=2 
Sect. \J «13 A181C1 A^B^Ci AiB^C^ A.BiCi A^B^C^ j 
n=3 n=3 n=3 n=3 n=3 n=3 
"15 
Sect. U1 «16 *181^1 ^1®1^2 AiB^Ci ^1^2*^2 W i  ^2®1^2 
Ri7 n=2 n=3 n=3 n=3 n=3 n=3 
M
 
03
 
Figure 2: Treatment combinations (experimental groups) 
*N=201 
lent combinations and £s For each cell in the design* 
^2^2^1 ^2^2^2 
n=3 n=3 n=3 n=3 n=3 n=3 n=3 n=3 n=3 
AiBgC^ ^2^l^2 AgBgCg A^B^Cg A^Gg^l ^3^2*^2 
n=3 n=3 n=2 n=3 n=3 n=3 n=r3 n=3 n=3 
«iBgCz AjS^C^ AjBjCj AjBjCj AjB^C^ A^BjC^ AjB^Cj 
n=3 n=3 n=2 n=3 n=3 n=2 n=3 n=2 n=3 
^1®2^2 '^2^1*^1 AgBgC^ f^BgCg AyB^Cg A^B^C^ A^BgCg 
n=2 n=3 0=2 n=3 n=:3 n=3 n=3 n=3 n=2 
Aj^B^C^ AgB^C^ AgB^Cg AgB^C^ A^B^C^ A^B^C^ A^B^C^ ^^BgC^ A^BgCg 
n=3 n=3 n=:3 n=3 n=:3 n=3 n=3 n=3 n=3 
^1^2*^2 ^2®1^1 ^2®1^2 ^2^2^1 ^2®2^2 ^3^l^2 ^3®2'"1 ^^^2^2 
n=3 n=3 n=3 n=3 n=l n=3 n=3 n=:l n=:3 
[mental groups) 
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vable behavior, it follows that experimental groups which have 
completed the learning program on specification of educational 
objectives should do better on this variaûle than groups which 
have not. For this reason performance on the A-D Scale is essen­
tially a test of the adequacy of the S-E-0 Program. From this 
observation comes Hypothesis I. 
Hypothesis Experimental groups which have received pro­
grammed training in the specification of educational objectives 
(Condition will perform significantly better on the A-0 
Scale than groups which have not. 
Application of Knowledge Scale (A-_K) 
The S-H Scale is shown in Appendix B, This scale was used 
to evaluate the plans which Ss were asked to generate in Section 
II of the problems. The A^H Scale is designed to assess the 
degree to whieh S has succeeded in making an inductive applica­
tion to the given situation of the experimental findings provided 
in the problem. At the lower end of the scale are placed plans 
which seem to be based on neither empirical data nor on any real 
sensitivity to the uniqueness and individuality of the given 
situation. Such applications seem to be based on stereotyped 
thinking. To be scored at the upper end of the scale, a plan 
must be based on psychological data but must also take into 
account other important variables which are operating in the 
situation (e, g., developmental variables, sex differences, per­
sonality, group structure, and leadership). 
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Since the A-K Scale is essentially a measure of the degree 
to which S utilizes both relevant psychological data and his 
own observations of the situation in sol&ing the problems, it 
follows that scores on the A~H test should provide a test of the 
adequacy of the I-fl-P-K learning program, as predicted by the 
theory (see Appendix D). The A-H Scale constitutes the terminal 
behavior which the theory seeks to explain and is found in box 
11 of Appendix D. The theory makes it plain that all learning 
sets which are presented in the I-A-P-K Program (Sections E, 
F, and G) must have been acquired before a high score on the A-H 
Scale is possible. From this follows Hypothesis II. 
Hypothesis II. Experimental groups which have completed 
the inductive application program should do better on the A-K 
Scale than groups which have not. 
According to the theory being tested here, successful com­
pletion of the inductive applications program (Sections E, F, 
and G) should not in and of itself guarantee success on the prob­
lems. As can be seen from Appendix D, the theory explicitly 
states that before S can be expected to "translate psychological 
studies into terms which are applicable to the classroom" (box 11), 
he must do mors than complete the inductive applications program 
(boxes 6 and 9). In addition he must be able to "identify psy­
chological studies which are relevant to a stated educational 
objective" (box 10), But before the learning set in box 5 can 
be acquired, S must have mastered the learning sets in boxes 1, 
2, and 3 which are presented in the objectives training pro­
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gram. Thus the theory suggests Hypothesis III. 
Hypothesis III. Experimental groups which have completed 
both the 2-A-P-K Program and the S-E-0 training will be rated 
significantly higher on the A-K Scale than groups which have 
completed only the Program. 
Relevance Scale (R) 
The R Scale is shown in Appendix C. This scale was used 
to assess the degree to which ^  viewed the ideas which he speci­
fied in Section II as being derived from, or at least related 
in some way to, the objectives he formulated in Section I. This 
scale was formulated to test several of the causal relationships 
which are specified in the theory. (See Appendix D.) 
More specifically, the R Scale provides a means of testing 
the relationships outlined in boxes 1, 2, 3, 10, and 11. First 
it should be apparent that the ^'s score on the R Scale is in 
essence a test of whether the learning set in box 10 has been 
acquired. Since the theory states that this set cannot be 
acquired until S has acquired the sets in boxes 1, 2, 3, and 
4; and since all of these latter sets are contained in the learn­
ing program on specification of educational objectives; it fol­
lows that, if the S-E-0 Program is successful, it should facil­
itate performance on the R Scale. 
Hypothesis lU. Students who have received programmed train­
ing in the specification of educational objectives will perform 
significantly better on the R Scale than those who have not. 
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Subjects 
The subjects who participated in the study were 201 student? 
enrolled in a junior level course in educational psychology at 
Iowa State University. Prerequisites for this course include 
a course in introductory psychology and a course in developmental 
psychology. 
In all cases participation in this project was introduced 
as a class project. Completion of the project was considered 
to be mandatory for successful completion of the course. In 
order to insure that the project did not disrupt the normal 
conduct of the various sections, each instructor was given the 
option of deciding on the specific way in which to present the 
project to the students. In no case was a grade other than pass-
fail assigned to the project. In some sections, the project 
replaced a final exam; in others, the student was allowed to 
drop his lowest quiz score in return for participating; and in 
one, the student was asked some questions on the general nature of 
the project as part of the final exam. All students in all classes 
were expected to participate in the project. 
Procedure 
The total time allocated for data collection was one week. 
On the first day of the experiment, materials and instructions 
were handed out to each participating subject. The particular 
set of materials which a given subject received depended upon 
the treatment group to which he had been assigned. The instruc­
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tions for each of the 12 treatment groups are shown in Appendix 
H, After the instructions and materials were handed out, Ss were 
asked to check to be sure that their packets contained all the 
materials indicated in the instruction sheet for their particu­
lar treatment group. 
The experimenter then stated that the general purpose of 
the experiment was "to try out some new ideas for teaching students 
in Psychology 333 how to apply psychology in a real classroom sit­
uation." Each class was then shown a video tape which depicted 
four preschool children interacting with five female Iowa State 
students in s situation somewhat analogous to a nursery school. 
The children in the tape were shown a picture of èrttaimowûw^ng 
along a railroad track towards a bridge which was broken. The 
children were asked to make up a story about what was happening. 
Each child was encouraged and supported in this situation by a 
female student in educational psychology. In addition there 
was a "teacher" who attempted to coordinate the activities of 
the group and to encourage all members to contribute. Ss were 
encouraged to take notes on the content of the tape, and it was 
explained that these notes would be helpful in working the pro­
grams and problems. Since the quality of the sound on the video 
tape was rather poor, the experimenter followed the presentation 
of the tape by providing the subjects with a bfief resume of some 
of the significant aspects of the tape. Following the showing 
of the tape, Ss were instructed to begin working the programs and 
problems. Following a work period of approximately 20 minutes 
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during which E was available to answer questions, the ^  were 
dismissed with the instruction that they complete the project 
outside of class. In all cases, Problem II was to be returned 
two class periods after the initial session. For who had to 
work the problems and programs, part of the assignment was to 
be returned at the next meeting of the class. This was done 
in an effort to get Ss to make full use of the time alloted rath­
er than trying to complete the entire assignment the night be­
fore it was due. 
After all data had been collected, a feedback session was 
provided for the purpose of explaining to the Ss the theory and 
methodological approach of the study,^ At the beginning of this 
session, a questionnaire designed to assess interest in and over­
all reaction to the study was completed by all S^a. This ques­
tionnaire is shown in Appendix H, At the conclusion of this ses­
sion, SB were allowed an opportunity to ask questions and thanked 
by E for their contribution to the experiment. 
Assignment of materials to raters 
In order to insure that systematic rater errors due to order 
or fatigue were not confounded with treatment effects, it seemed 
highly desirable to insure that raters were presented with exper-
This could only be done for k of the 6 treatment groups 
due to the fact that one of the instructors preferred to discuss 
the experiment with the class himself rather than having E do it. 
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imental materials in such a way that one complete replication 
of the experiment (e. g., one experimental unit from each treat­
ment condition) was rated in each time segment of the rating 
process. Since the design called for analysis of differences 
between sections, it was also important that all sections be 
represented at least once in each time segment. 
Figure 3 shows the sampling scheme for one time segment 
of the rating procedure. This scheme satisfies the requirements 
cited above in that one complete replication (two units from 
each of the six sections of the course) is presented to each 
rater during the time segment in question. Since there were 
not enough experimental units available for each rater to be 
presented with all possible arrangements of treatment conditions, 
order effects; were controlled by means of random assignment. 
This was accomplished as follows: 
1. Each time segment consisted of 12 units. 
2. Section numbers (I-UI) were assigned to each unit by 
random sampling without replacement. 
3. Treatment group numbers (1-12) were then assigned to 
each unit by random sampling without replacement in such a man­
ner that each rater was assigned to at least one S in each 
treatment cell. 
4. The materials of a particular who belonged to the 
section and treatment group specified for a particular unit 
by the procedures in 2 and 3 above were then assigned to each 
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Rater 1 Rater 2 Rater 3 
I* 1* III 5 V 6 
II 2 lU 6 VI 9 
III 3 U 7 I 10 
11/ 4 VI 8 II 11 
\J 5 I 9 III 12 
U.I 6 II 10 IV 1 
I 7 III 11 V 2 
II a IV 12 VI 3 
III 9 \J 1 I 4 
1\1 10 VI 2 II 5 
\J 11 I 3 III 6 
Ml 12 II k IV 7 
*Roman numerals refer to sections of the course; Arabic 
numerals, to treatment groups. 
Figure 3. Sampling scheme for one time segment of the experi­
ment. (There were six such time segments for each 
rater for the rating of Problem II and three addi­
tional segments for Problem I.) 
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unit by random sampling without replacement. The experimental 
design called for at least three replications of the 12 treat­
ment combinations in each section. This meant that after the 
section number and treatment number were randomly assigned to 
a given unit, there were at least three subjects who were eligible 
for assignment. For classes which were larger than 36, there 
were instances in which more than three draws were discarded. 
For those cells in the design in which there was attrition, all 
three raters were required to rate all experimental units. Thus 
if only one ^  was present in a given cell, then all three Ss 
rated that person. If two Ss were present, both were rated by 
all three raters. 
This procedure resulted in a design in which the minimal 
number of observations in any given cell was three and the 
maximum was six. Thus for cells in which data from only one 
subject were available, three ratings of this unit were made 
changing n for that cell to three. For cells in which there 
was no attrition a different rater rated each of the three sub­
jects so that 22 remained at three. Finally, for cells in which 
data were available from two subjects, each of the three raters 
rated both subjects resulting in an n of 6. The resulting cell 
frequencies for Problems I and II are shown in Figures k and 5. 
Training of raters and assessment of reliabilitv 
Approximately one week was allocated for the training of 
raters. Raters were first given copies of the programs and prob-
Section Number of ratings (n) in each cell* 
^l^l^l ^2^1^! AgBiCg 82^2^1 ^2^2^21 
Sect. I n=3 n=3 n=3 n=3 n=3 n=3 n=3 n=3 
Sect. II n=3 n=3 n=3 n=3 n=3 n=6 n=3 n=3 
Sect. III n=6 n=3 n=3 n=3 n=3 n=6 n=3 n=3 
Sect. lU n=3 n=3 n=3 n=6 n=3 n=6 n=3 n=3 
Sect. V n=3 n=3 n=3 n=3 n=3 n=3 n=3 n=3 
Sect. VI n=6 n=3 n=3 n=3 n=3 n=3 n=3 n=3 
Figure 4. Number of ratings (n) in each cell of the exper­
imental design for data obtained in Problem I 
*N=162 
Section Number of ratings (n) in each cell* 
^l®l'"l '^l^l'"2 ^1®2^1 ^ 1^2*^2 ^2^1^! ^ 2®l'"2 ^2®2^1 ^ 2®2^2 ^ 3®1^1 ^3^l'"2 ^3^2^! ^ jBgCg 
Sect. I n=3 n=3 n=3 n=3 n=3 n=3 n=3 n=3 n=3 n=3 n=3 n=3 
Sect. II n=3 n=3 n=3 n=3 n=3 n=6 n=3 n=3 n=3 n=3 n=3 n=3 
Sect. III n=6 n=3 n=3 n=3 n=3 n=6 n=3 n=3 n=6 n=3 n=6 n=3 
Sect. IV n=3 n=3 n=3 n=6 n=3 n=6 n=3 n=3 n=3 n=3 n=3 n=6 
Sect. V n=3 n=3 n=3 n=3 n=3 n=3 n=3 n=3 n=:3 n=3 n=3 n=3 
Sect. VI n=6 n=3 n=3 n=3 n=3 n=3 n=3 n=3 n=3 n=3 n=3 n=3 
Figure 5. Number of ratings (ni in each cell of the exper­
imental design for data obtained in Problem II 
*N=243 
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lems which had been used in the study. These materials were thor­
oughly discussed during the first training session. The purpose 
of this discussion was to provide the raters with some idea of the 
general sort of responses which were being prompted in the pro­
grams and hence a clear notion of what to look for in the problems 
to be rated. 
Following this period of familiarization with the materials, 
the raters were given a set of rating forms and written instruc­
tions for use of the scales, and all were asked to rate the same 
5 problems. This completed the second session. The next train­
ing session consisted of a discussion of areas of disagreement 
in the ratings; ambiguity in the scales and instructions were 
thereby pointed out, and necessary revisions were made. Then 
the raters were given 5 more problems to judge. Subsequent ses­
sions followed the same format. 
Two groups of raters were used. Three raters judged Prob­
lem I; the second group of three rated Problem II, The raters 
were two faculty members and four doctoral level graduate students. 
All had had teaching experiences in the developmental-educational 
psychology sequence at Iowa State. The author participated in 
both groups of raters. To minimize the possibility of a rater x 
treatment interaction due to experimenter effects, all data were 
coded so that it was impossible to tell what treatment group any 
given experimental unit represented. 
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Statistical Analysis 
Six analyses of variance were performed on the data obtained 
from this experiment. Three of these analyses were done on the 
A-Q, A-H, and R scores for Problem I. The remaining three anal­
yses were done on these same measures for Problem II, Since 
cell frequencies were unequal, the usual computational approaches 
for analysis of variance were not appropriate. Because the dis­
parities betusen cell frequencies were within a two to one ratio, 
an unweighted analysis of the means was used to provide a very 
close approximation to the results which would have been obtained 
with an exact analysis (Snedecor & Cochran, 1967, pp. 475-478). 
In the unweighted means solutions the means for each treat­
ment combination cell were computed, and an ordinary analysis of 
variance uias performed on these means. As the estimate of experi­
mental error, the pooled-within-cell mean square was computed by 
calculating the sum of squares for each individual cell, adding 
the sums of squares for all cells together and dividing by the 
sum of the degrees of freedom for individual cells. In order to 
correct for bias attributable to the unequal cell frequencies, 
this pooled-within term was then divided by the harmonic mean 
(n^). This correction factor was computed by the formula: 
n 
1 
h 
abed 
1 + 
+ 
1 
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where a is the number of levels of Factor A, b is the number of 
levels of Factor B, c is the number of levels of Factor C, d is 
the number of levels of Factor D, and n^^^ is the number of 
observations present in cell abed. Since all effects were con­
sidered fixed, this corrected-within term was the proper denom­
inator for all F ratios in all the analyses of variance which 
were performed on the data for Problems I and II. 
Since practice on Problem I constituted one level of main 
effect A, the variable A had to be defined somewhat differently 
for those analyses in which ratings of behavior on Problem I con­
stituted the dependent variable. Thus for all analyses on Prob­
lem I, there were two rather than three levels of practice: A^, 
practice with feedback, and Ag, knowledge only. In all other 
respects the design was identical to that in the analysis of 
Problem II data. An unweighted analysis was conducted on the 
means of the 2x2x2x6= 48 treatment cells. 
Ss was noted earlier for those cells in which one or more 
& had failed to complete the project, all raters rated all ex­
perimental units. For Problem I this procedure resulted in 14 
cases in which all three raters had rated the same S. This over­
lap was used to provide a check on rater agreement. Product 
moment correlations were computed between each rater pair for 
the 14 observations. 
Data, on the A-0, A^H, and R Scales were collected for 
Problem II in the same basic design as for Problem I. The only 
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difference in design was the inclusion of three rather than two 
levels of A, Thus for Problem II the levels of practice were 
A^, practice with feedback; A^, practice with no feedback; and 
A^i knowledge only. All analyst's of variance performed on data 
for Problem II were on the 3 » 2' * ? x 6 = 72 treatment cell 
means.^ aflsiiinrBrbbiem I those cases on which all raters rated 
the same person were used to obtain an estimate of reliability. 
There were 21 such cases in the data for Problem II. 
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RESULTS 
For Problem I the 14 cases in which all raters had rated 
the same person were used to obtain an estimate of rater agree­
ment. Product moment correlations between raters for these cases 
ranged from .10 to .35 for the A-0 Scale, from .51 to .63 for 
the A-H Scale, and from .47 to .75 for the R Scale, These coef­
ficients are obviously not as high as is desirable in this type 
of design. A possible reason for this will be discussed later. 
The results of the analysis of the data for the A-0 Scale 
are shown in Table 1. Only the main effect of factor B (train­
ing in specifying educational objectives in terms of observable 
behavior) was found to be significant. The means for this ef­
fect are shown in Table 2. It is evident from Table 2 that the 
differences between and B^ are in the direction predicted by 
Hypothesis I. 
Table 3 shows the results obtained on the A-H Scale. Two 
significant main effects were present in these data:: the ef­
fect of factor A (kind of practice in making applications of 
psychological knowledge) and factor D (sections of the course). 
The means for these effects are presented in Table 4. The means 
for factor A are in the direction predicted by Hypothesis II. 
An analysis of variance similar to those discussed above 
was performed on the R Scale ratings. No significant effects 
were found in this analysis. 
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Table 1. Unweighted means analysis of variance of the A-0 Scale 
data for Problem I (high transfer) 
Source df SS MS F 
A' Kind of 
practice 
1 1.09626 1.09626 2.4318 
B Objectives 
program 
I 2.71318 2.71318 6.0185* 
C Instruction 1 0,07053 0.07053' a 
AB 1 0..22087 0.22087 a 
AC 1 0.04688 0.04688 _a 
BC 1 0.79105 0.79105 1.7547 
ABC 1 1.50734 1,50734 3.3436 
D Sections 5 D.67216 .13443 _a 
AD 5 1.89517 .37903 _a 
BD 5 1.98603 .39721 _a 
CD 5 4.09487 .81897 1.8167 
ABO 5 1.95214 .39043 __a 
ACD 5 3.38004 ,67601 1.4995 
BCD 5 2191183 .58237 1.2918 
ABCD 5 2.27033 .45407 1.0072 
Within sub­
classes 
Total 
114 164.4564 
190.0651 
.4508l'^ _a 
*Significant beyond the .025 level. 
®No F values are shown for effects where F was less than 1.00. 
The within mean square was corrected by the formula s /n^. 
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Table 2. A-0 Scale means For the significant main effects. 
Significant main effects Means 
: V— 
0, Specification of Educational 
Objectives Program (S-E-0) 3.6149 
Bg l\lo S-E-0 Program 3.1389 
For Problem II there were 21 cases in which all three raters 
rated the same person. The product moment correlations between 
raters for these 21 observations ranged from .56 to .84 for the 
A-0 Scale, from .27 to .61 for the A-H Scale, and from .31 to 
.53 for the R Scale. While these correlations are substantially 
higher than those obtained from Problem I, the level of agreement 
is still not as high as is desirable. 
An unweighted means analysis of variance of the A-0 Scale 
failed to disclose any significant main effects or interpretable 
interactions; hence no summary table is presented for this var­
iable. 
Table 5 contains the result of the unweighted means anal­
ysis of variance of the A-K Scale. Only the main effect due to 
sections D and the practice A x instructions C x sections D in­
teraction effects were significant. The means for the D effect 
are shown in Table 6. A plot of the ACD interaction is presented 
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Table 3. Unweighted means analysis of variance of the A-B Scale 
data for Problem I (high transfer) 
Source df SS MS F 
A Kind of 
practice 
1 1.41832 1,41832 7.5306** 
B Objectives 
program 
1 .17751 .17751' a 
C Instruction 1 .42207 .42207 2.2410 
AB 1 .63043 .63043 3.3473 
AC 1 .10575 .10575 a 
Be 1 .34731 .34731 1.8441 
ABC 1 .13010 .13010 a 
D Sections 5 2.94755 .56951 3.1300* 
AD 5 1.02052 .20410 1.0837 
BD 5 1.69155 .33833 1.7964 
CD 5 .27050 .05410 a 
ABD 5 1.30265 .26053 1.3833 
ACD 5 .46945 .09389 
a 
BCD 5 1.21420 .24284 1.2894 
ABCD 5 .66950 .13390 
a 
Within sub­
classes 
Total 
114 
161 
68.70780 
81.52532 
.18834^ 
a 
*Significant beyond the .025 level . 
**Significant beyond the .01 level. 
^IMo F tests are shown for effects where F was less than 1.00. 
^The within mean square was corrected by the formula 
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Table 4. A-K Scale means For the significant main effects 
due to kind of practice (A-) and section (D) 
Kind of practice in making Mean 
applications of psychological data 
Practice with feedback 3.5574 
Ag Knowledge only 3.2136 
Sections of the course Mean 
3.2292 
Dg 3.3802 
D^. 3.4009 
3.2292 
Dg 3.9065 
Dg 3.1666 b 
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Table 5. Unweighted means analysis of variance of the A-K Scale 
data for Problem II (low transfer) 
Source df SS MS F 
A Kind of prac­
tice 
2 .76715 .38358 2.4125 
8 Objectives 
program 
1 .43680 .43680 2.7472 
C Instruction 1 .07220 .07220 a 
AB 2 .06184 .03092 a 
AC 2 .01500 .00750 a 
BC 1 .01022 .01022 a 
ABC 2 .63598 .31799 1.9999 
D Sections 5 ,2.35261 .47052 2.9592* 
AD ~~10 1.54518 .15452 a 
BD 5 .73626 .14725 a 
CD 5 .93238 .18648 1.1728 
ABD 10 1.82676 .18268 1.1489 
ACD 10 5.85541 .58554 3.6826** 
BCD 5 .21714 .04343 a 
ABCD 10 2,18286 .21829 1.3729 
Corrected 
error 
Total 
171 
242 
87.0048 
104.6526 
.15900^ a 
•Significant beyond the .05 level. 
**Significant beyond the .005 level. 
®l\la F tests are shown for effects where F was less than 1.00. 
^l\lo error mean square was corrected by the formula s^/h^. 
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Table 6. A-K Scale means 
to sections 
for the significant main effects due 
Section Mean 
3.28 
°2 3.31 
"3 3.42, 
3.08 
"5 3.51 
°6 2.99 
in Figurée 6 and 7. 
The analysis of the R Scale data yielded a significant main 
effect due to variable A (kind of practice). These results are 
presented in Table 7. l\lo A main effect was predicted for the 
R Scale; furthermore, inspection of the means for this effect 
(See Table 8) reveals a trend for the mean rating on the H Scale 
to be higher for Ss who have had neither practice nor feedback 
than the mean for Ss who had received one or both of these 
treatments. 
Questionnaire Responses 
In order to describe the motivation of Ss under the various 
experimental conditions, treatment means for items 1 and 4 from 
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Sec^ 
tions 
of the 
course 
CD.) 
3.90 
3.80 / 3.75 
3.50 
3.25 
2.90 
2.80 
2.75 
2.65 
Ai Ag A3 
Hind of practice (A) 
Figure 6. Means for the combinations of kind of practice 
(A) within different sections of the course (B) 
for the summary present conditionIE 
6?c 
3.90 
3.85 
3.80 
3.75 
3.70 
3.65 
3.60 
3.55 
Sec­ 3.50 
tions 3.45 
of the 3.40 
course 3.35 
(D) 3.30 
3.25 
3.20 
3.15 
/ 
Dc 
3.10 D 
3.05 
3.00 
2.95 
2.90 
2.85 
2.80 
2.75 
2.70 
2.65 
2.60 / 
2.55 
2.50 «1 
/ 
/ 
Kind of practice (fi) 
A. 
Figure 7. Means for the combinations of kind of practice 
(A) with different sections of the course (D) 
for the summary absent conditionfC„l 
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Table 7. Unweighted means analysis of variance of the R Scale 
data far Problem II (low transfer) 
Source df SS MS F 
A Kind of 2 .93078 
practice 
B Objectives 1 .46641 
program 
C Instruction 1 .36480 
AB 2 .24306 
aC 2 .20396 
BC 1 .19604 
ABC ? .02235 
D Sections 5 1.65515 
AD 10 .88365 
BD 5 .67072 
CD 5 1.42385 
ABD 10 .33786 
ACD 10 1.41682 
BCD 5 .57359 
ABCD 10 2.38550 
Corrected 171 82.21680 
error 
Total 242 93.99135 
.46539 
.46641 
.36480 
.121531 
.10198 
.19604 
.01118 
.33103 
.08837 
.13414 
.28477 
.03379 
.14168 
.11472 
.23855 
.15025^ 
3.0974* 
Î.1D42 
2.4280 
a 
a 
1.3048 
a 
2.2032 
a 
a 
1.8953 
a 
a 
a 
1.5877 
a 
•Significant beyond the .05 level. 
®IMo FvalQBS are shown for effects where F was less than 1.00. 
b 2 The error mean square was corrected by the formula s /n^. 
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Table 8. H Scale means for the significant main effect due to 
kind of practice (A) 
Description Mean 
Practice with feedback 3.16 
«2 Practice with no feedback 3.19 
"3 Knowledge only 3.42 
Table 9, Means for S's overall evaluation 
for variables A and B 
of the project 
Description Mean 
«1 Practice with feedback 58.75 
"2 Practice with no feedback 
52.66 
"3 Knowledge only 57.31 
Specification of Educational 
Objectives Program (S-E-0) 
58.75 
82 No S-E-0 Program 52.86 
Table 10. Comparisons of mean levels of S's interest in 
Problem I and Problem II 
n Mean F t 
Problem I 99 59.30 1.51* 1.37 
Problem II iOD 55.00 
•Significant beyond the .05 level. 
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Table 11. Comparisons of mean rates of interest for the main 
effects of Variables A and 0 for Problems I and li 
Problem I 
Subgroup n X F t 
=1 49 53.43 1.22 2.08 
=2 50 55.26 
51 60.27 1.17 .50 
48 58.27 
Problem II 
Subgroup n X F t 
Gl 49 56.38 1.06 .55 
^2 
51 53.67 
51 56.16 1.01 .48 
S 49 53.80 
•Significant beyond the ,05 level for a two-tailed test. 
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the questionnaire shown in Appendix H were computed. On the 
questionnaire items S was asked to rate his response to some as­
pect of the project on a 100 point scale. Anchoring statements 
were provided at the 1, 50, and 99 points; but S was encouraged 
to use any and all numbers between 1 and 99. 
In item 4 ^  was asked to rate his overall response to the 
project. Table 9 shows the mean responses to this item for all 
levels of variables A and B. Item 1 required a rating of interest 
in the problems. Each problem was rated separately, thus making 
possible a comparison of the interest level of the two problems. 
This comparison is of interest here because all of the signifi­
cant positive findings presented thus far were found in ratings 
of performance on Problem I. There was no support for any of the 
hypotheses in the data obtained on Problem II. One plausible ex­
planation for this would be a difference in the interest level 
of the two problems. 
Table 10 shows the mean rating of interest for the two prob­
lems. The two-tailed t test for this comparison failed to reach 
significance at the .05 level, thus suggesting that the null hy­
pothesis of no significant difference between the means be ac­
cepted. 
Table 11 shows the means for treatment groups A^, 
and Bg. The pair of means corresponding to each main effect 
were compared by means of t tests. Since these were ad hoc com­
parisons, all tests were two-tailed. Only the comparisons for 
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Table 11. Comparisons of means for the main effects of Variables 
A and 0 for Problems I and II 
Problem I 
Subgroup n X F t 
=1 49 63.43 1.22 2.08* 
50 55.26 
51 60.27 1.17 .50 
48 58.27 
Problem II 
Subgroup n X F t 
49 56.38 1.06 .55 
=2 51 53.67 
«1 51 56.16 1.01 .48 
«2 49 53.80 
•Significant beyond the .05 level for a two tailed test. 
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the S-E-0 Program on Problem I reached significance. There is 
some evidence in these data of an interaction between variable 
B and Problems I and II. The nature of this interaction is ap-
partent in Figure B. While the level of interest is generally 
slightly higher for Problem I than for Problem II, this difference 
is large only when both groups have received the S-E-0 Program 
(B^). Thus the S-E-0 Program seems to have stimulated more in­
terest in Problem I than it did in Problem II, 
52c 
Level of 
interest 
64 
63 
62  
61 
60 
59 
58 
57 
56 
55 
54 
53 
52 
51 
X Problem I 
X Problem II 
(present) Bg (absent) 
E-E-0 Program 
Figure 8, Mean level of interest for variable B for 
Problems I and II 
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DISCUSSION 
One of the major characteristics of these data is the dif­
ference in the results for Problem I as opposed to those for 
Problem II. For the A-0 Scale a B main effect was hypothesized 
whereas for the A-H Scale an A effect was hypothesized. Both of 
these predictions were supported by the results of analysis of 
variance on Problem I. Thus Hypotheses I and II were supported 
by the results of this portion of the study. 
For Problem II the situation was quite different. No sup­
port for any of the hypotheses can be found in any of the three 
analyses of variance which were performed on the data for Problem 
II, The only treatment effect which was significant was the A 
(kind of practice) effect for the Q scale. No main effect was 
originally hypothesized for this variable; furthermore, the means 
suggest a trend for those groups which received programmed instruc­
tion to perform less adequately than groups which had been pro­
vided with relevant knowledge but no practice in applying know­
ledge. 
Taken at face value this finding implies that practice and 
feedback in applying psychological knowledge as defined in this 
study resulted in a decrement in the degree to which said appli­
cations were relevant to the objectives which the student had 
formulated. Such a finding is difficult to interpret in light 
of the fact that no parallel result occurred for Problem I in 
which the R Scale values for variable A were nonsignificant but 
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in the opposite direction from those reported for Problem II. 
It is probably best to conclude that there is no evidence that 
either of the learning programs produced an increment in the 
degree to which problem solutions were relevant to the student's 
stated objectives. Whether the decrement observed in Problem II 
is real or merely an artifact, it seems obvious that in future 
work, either the relevance criterion must be discarded or re­
vised or the programs must be modified so as to improve perfor­
mance on this criterion. 
As to the observed difference in results between Problems I 
and II, one important difference is to be found in the subject 
matter on which they are based. Problem I deals with creativity; 
Problem II, with concept formation. Since creativity was the 
subject matter on which the programs had focused, there should 
have been a great deal of transfer of knowledge of content from 
the programs to Problem I. Since Problem II was concerned with 
a different area of psychological knowledge, it constituted a 
low transfer condition. If the hypothesis had been confirmed 
for Problem II, this would have suggested that the programs had 
done more than just transmit knowledge to the student. Such 
results would have supported the notion that the programs had 
provided some heuristics which facilitate planning or problem 
solving behavior so that the students who completed the program 
were better prepared to solve new problems than those who had 
not. One obvious interpretation then is that students who com­
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pleted the program learned something about operationalizing 
creativity and generating ideas about how to get preschool child­
ren to behave "creatively," However, the. data do not support 
the idea that anything other than knowledge about creative be­
havior and how to apply this particular body of knowledge were 
acquired. 
There are at least three explanations of the data which must 
be considered as possible alternatives to the interpretation 
above. One is the possibility that the differences which oc­
curred were simply due to measurement error. The reliability 
coefficients which were obtained for Problems I and II were 
obviously not as high as are desirable in this type of design. 
However, there is some evidence that they constitute an esti­
mate of agreement which is both inexact and minimal. They were 
limited in accuracy by the very small number of observations 
on which they-were based. They also may have been limited in 
size by the fact that the observations which were included came 
from only two of the six sections of the course which were used 
in the study. The variability which existed between sections 
in the data will not be reflected in the obtained reliability co­
efficients, thereby systematically reducing the range of the 
variables in question and reducing the absolute value of the 
correlation coefficients between raters (Hays, 1963, p. 510). 
The fact that two hypotheses which predicted different main 
effects for two different scales were confirmed suggests that 
the precision of the instrument may have been greater than indi­
cated by the reliability coefficients. The reasoning which under­
lies this statement is based on Campbell and Fiske's discussion 
of convergent and divergent validity (1959, pp. 81-84). These 
authors define convergent validity as "a confirmation by inde­
pendent measurement procedures." In contrast to the above di­
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vergent validity refers to the fact that a valid measure of a 
trait should not predict other behaviors or test scores to which 
it is supposedly unrelated. "Tests can be invalidated by too 
high correlations with other tests from which they were intended 
to differ" (Campbell & Fiske, 1959, p. 81), 
Campbell and Fiske's ideas about validity can be extrapo­
lated from the situation in which one is dealing with a correla­
tion matrix based on two or more traits to the present study 
in which there were two traits each of which were hypothesized 
to be uniquely sensitive to a different independent variable. 
In this paradigm the confirmation of the predictions of an A 
main effect on the A-H Scale and a B main effect on the A-0 
Scale and no B main effect occurred for the A-K Seals may in a 
sense be considered as evidence of divergent validity. It seems 
improbable that divergent •.predictlana such as these could have 
been supported had rater agreement been as low as some of the 
obtained correlations would suggest. 
A second alternative is the possibility that each of the 
three raters was responding reliably but to different dimensions 
of a complex, mult1-dimensional stimulus. This could result 
in low rater agreement (provided the dimensions were orthogonal^ 
and statistically significant results between treatment groups. 
There is some evidence to suggest that this phenomenon did oc­
cur in the present study. Thus at one point it was decided to 
combine the A-K and R Scales into a single measure to improve 
reliability. Not only did this fail to improve the reliability 
as much as would have been predicted by the Spearman Brown For­
mula, but it also resulted in a measure which was insensitive 
to any treatment effects; i. e., none of the AIMOU results were 
significant for this measure. 
A third alternative explanation considered is that the 
difference in the results obtained for Problems I and II can be 
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explained in terms of motivation rather than the cognitive quality 
of the program per se. Such motivational effects could occur 
because of the actual content and/or quality of construction of 
the problems or because the learning programs succeeded in gen­
erating student interest in one problem but not in another. 
The data which are relevant to these possibilities are pre­
sented in Tables 9, ID, and 11. Since there was no overall dif­
ference in the level of interest for the two problems, the ob­
served differences in treatment effects are not to be attributed 
to differences in the incentive value of the content of the 
problems. Apparently the problems were relatively equivalent 
in this regard. 
The graph of the means for and for Problems I and II 
(Figure 7) together with the finding that the mean level of 
interest was significantly greater under condition B^^ than under 
Bg for Problem I suggests the presence of an interaction effect. 
It would seem that the S-E-Q Program (B^) which focused on ways 
of operationalizing the concept of creativity was successful in 
generating an interest in Problem I which also deal with crea­
tivity. This interest did not transfer to Problem II which was 
concerned with reading readiness and concept formation. 
If as has been suggested above the differences in results 
between Problems I and II cannot be attributed to errors in 
measurement or to a difference in the incentive values of the two 
problems, then the only remaining conclusion which seems tenable 
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is that, while the programs were successful in providing students 
with knowledge about creative behavior and in teaching them how 
to apply this knowledge, the students did not learn the way of 
reasoning through problems which the programs had been designed 
to communicate. This finding was anticipated during the plan­
ning of the experiment. Since this was only a first attempt to 
develop the educational technology in question, it did not seem 
defensible to demand extensive amounts of time from the students 
who participated. For this reason it seemed advisable to limit 
the size of the programs to the smallest amount of practice 
which could conceivably produce a significant effect on the de­
pendent variables of interest. This consideration resulted in 
limiting the scope of the program to one content area (creativity) 
and one classroom situation (preschoolers telling stories about 
a series of pictures). The examples and problems which were 
provided in the program differed only in that they were based 
on different studies; in all cases the general objective was the 
same, the relevant content area was the same, and the situation 
was the same. The obvious limitation of such a program was that 
no systematic practice was provided in generalizing the method 
of analysis of problems being taught to other problems. It was 
hoped that by prefacing each section with a clear statement of 
objectives and providing a summary as well, it should have been 
possible for the student to have grasped the method and general­
ized it even without any reinforced practice. The idea that a 
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summary of the main points of the programs might facilitate ac­
quisition of an inductive strategy seemed plausible enough that 
it was included as a variable in the design (variable C). None 
of the six analyses of variance yielded a C main effect which 
even approached significance. Thus it would appear that merely 
telling subjects how to apply psychology without providing prac­
tice and feedback is of little value. Apparently the only way 
to learn to solve problems is by solving problems! 
It is quite likely that the attempt in the programs to fac­
ilitate transfer by means of section summaries may have met the 
same fate as did the summary of the overall program. For this 
reason subsequent revisions of the program should provide practice 
in generalizing the inductive method to several problems in ad­
dition to the section summaries. 
The findings which relate to the hierarchical relationships 
between sections of the programs (Appendix D) were highly incon­
clusive, The AB interaction predicted in Hypothesis III (p. 23) 
was large for Problem I but failed to reach significance at the 
.05 level, and hence no comparisons of the treatment group means 
were made. This finding raises some question as to the degree 
to which this particular hierarchical model fits the sort of 
learning process which is being dealt with. 
One final result which may be worthy of at least passing 
comment is the presence of a significant main effect for sec­
tions of the course in several of the analyses of variance which 
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were conducted solely as a control; i. e., it was of no theoret­
ical interest. This particular kind of control has frequently 
been omitted in studies in which two or more methods of instruc­
tion are compared. In the present study had the various treat­
ments been assigned to different sections of the course, thereby 
confounding treatment effects with differences between sections, 
it is quite likely that a very different set of findings from 
those reported might have resulted. 
Finally there are several suggestions which may be made in 
regard to future research in this area. In regard to the devel­
opment of the programs themselves, there is obviously a need to 
encourage the transfer of the inductive strategy to problems 
other than creativity training. This could probably be handled 
best by increasing the length of the program so that practice 
is provided in at least two content areas and at least two dif­
ferent situations for each area. 
A second area for future research is the improvement of 
measurement techniques. Such research should, of course, focus 
on the improvement of reliability. In addition, however, it would 
be highly desirable to simplify the response format in a manner 
which would reduce, or perhaps even eliminate, the amount of time 
required to train raters. These objectives could be best attained 
in some sort of multiple choice format provided such a format 
does not reduce validity. 
In regard to controls in this type of research, it has been 
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eatablishod that différences between different sections and in­
structors must be controlled for. Hence this control should be 
included in future work. It has also been demonstrated that at 
least for the set of instructions which was used in this study 
just telling students how to be inductive theorists doesn't work. 
Thus it would be defensible to ignore this control in future 
studies. 
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SUMMARY 
This study was designed to investigate programmed instruc­
tion as an approach to teaching undergraduate students in courses 
in educational psychology to apply psychological knowledge to 
a series of classroom problems. A- model of the teacher as a 
planner or theorist was presented as well as a model of the hier­
archy of learning sets hypothesized as necessary but not suf­
ficient conditions for this kind of divergent behavior. A learn­
ing program was constructed in which each section of the program 
constituted one of the hypothesized learning sets in the hier­
archy. Thus by administering different sections to different 
treatment groups, it was possible to test hypotheses about the 
structure of knowledge underlying this class of behavior. The 
program which was used was unique in that in many instances 
more than one responses was rewarded for a particular frame. 
This procedure was employed to encourage divergent thinking on 
the part of the students. 
Students were encouraged by the programs to state objec­
tives in terms of observable behavior and to generate ideas 
in an inductive fashion, i. e., to develop generalizations which 
were based upon both their observations of the situation in 
question and relevant psychological data. 
In addition to testing hypotheses about the success of the 
programs and the hierarchy of learning sets underlying this 
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behavior, datauer.E collected to test the null hypothesis that 
the results obtained could not be obtained simply by writing 
out a detailed set of instructions specifying all main points 
contained in the programs. By replicating the entire design 
in different sections of the course, it was possible to avoid 
contaminating treatment effects with differences which might 
be present between sections of the course due to such variables 
as the orientation of the instructor and student motivation and 
ability. 
There were four independent variables in the study: kind 
of practice in making applications of psychology, training in 
the specification of educational objectives in terms of observ­
able behavior, instructions to subjects, and sections of the 
course. These variables were combined in a four way analysis 
of variance design. The dependent variables were ratings of the 
two problems. One of these was considered a high transfer prob­
lem in that it dealt with the same content area as had been used 
in the program. The second was similar to the first but dealt 
with a different area of content. 
It was found that while Ss who had completed the programs 
performed better than controls on the high transfer problem, 
this superiority did not carry over to the solution of the prob­
lem inuolviOg a different content area. This may have been due 
to an insufficient emphasis on transfer in the teaching programs. 
Suggestions are made for future revisions to correct this defi­
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ciency. 
The findings in regard to the control treatments suggested 
the importance of controlling for differences between classes 
and instructors in this kind of research. It was also concluded 
that for the particular sst of instructions which were used in 
this study, just telling students how to be inductive theorists 
did not work. Thus the results of the program cannot be ex­
plained as an instruction. It would appear that practice and/or 
feedback are important variables to consider in the acquisition 
of this kind of behavior. 
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APPENDIX A: ABSTRACTION-OPERATIONAL 
SCALE (A-Oi 
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Abstraction-Operational Scale (fl-D) 
1. objective stated at all or the stated objectives appear 
so irrelevant to the problem that one would question whether the 
assignment was understood by the student. Failure to fill in 
Section I would be scored here as would cases in which the stated 
objective seems to have no relevance to the problem as stated. 
2, Stated objective adds nothing new to the objective provided 
in the problem. An objective is stated which seems relevant to the 
assignment, but the statement is so broad and general that it fails 
to add anything at all to what was already stated in the problem 
itself. All responses which simply restate or reword the objective 
given in the problem would be scored in this category. 
3.. Stated objective does not specify behavior to be observed.. 
An objective is stated which does clarify the abstract objective 
which was provided in the problem. This clarification of the ob­
jective would probably make it easier to communicate to an outsider. 
The objective is still very broad, however, in the sense that no 
attempt has been made to say what specific behaviors will be mea­
sured or observed to determine whether or not the objective has 
been reached. Responses which employ words that are open to many 
interpretations will be scored in this category. 
4. Objective stated in terms of behavior which is very ambi­
guous. An objective is stated which does clarify the abstract ob­
jective which was provided in the problem. This clarification of 
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the objective would probably make it easier to communicate to an 
outsider. This objective is stated in terms of behavior; hence 
there are a finite number of interpretations of what the learner 
is expected to ^  during the evaluation process. There is still 
some ambiguity, however, in that in it no attempt has been made to 
say how this behavior will be judged. All responses which utilize 
open-ended evaluation procedures with no attempt to say how these 
procedures are to be scored would be assigned to this category. 
5. Objective stated in terms of behavior on which judges could 
agree. An educational objective which specifies an open-ended 
evaluation procedure can be assigned to this category only if the 
criteria by which said responses are to be judged have been clearly 
stated. Objectives which utilize some sort of forced choice eval­
uation procedures are automatically acceptable. 
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Abstraction-Operational Scaler Examples 
1. "To give an individual the opportunity to experience many 
different sports." (Problem I) "To teach the children the pledge 
of allegiance." (Noter in these examples it is assumed that there 
is no attempt made elsewhere in the paper to suggest a relationship 
between these behaviors and the problem. "Experiencing many sports" 
would be scored higher than a ïlfriti thBiistudent went on to suggest 
that "experience sports" could be used as a means to establish such 
pre-reading concepts as "baseball," "football," "bat," etc.) 
2. "To foster creative expression." (Problem I) "To facili­
tate reading readiness." (Problem II) 
3. These examples are from Mager's discussion of educational 
objectives (Mager, 1961, p.11). 
3 4 
Uordff Open to Many Words Open to Fewer 
Interpretations Interpretations 
To know 
To understand 
To really understand 
To appreciate 
To fully appreciate 
To grasp the significance of 
To enjoy 
To believe 
To have faith in 
To write 
To recite 
To identify 
To differentiate 
To solve 
To construct 
To list 
To compare 
To contrast 
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4. "The children will be taught to tell stories which are 
creative." (Problem I) 
5. "The children will be taught to tell stories which are 
based on some detail which is not directly observable in the pic­
ture but the existence of which cab be inferred." (Problem I) 
"The children will learn to correctly name pictures which repre­
sent readiness concepts (e. g., bail, cow, train, etc.)" (Pro­
blem II) 
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APPENDIX B:: APPLICATION OF KNOWLEDGE 
SCALE (A-K) 
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APPLICATION OF KNOWLEDGE SCALE (A-K) 
Scores on this variable will be based on the ability of the 
student to analyze the situation into its significant componants 
(e. g., to recognize the variables which are operating or may be 
introduced to obtain stated objectives), to see the relationships 
among such variables, and to develop generalizations based on these 
relationships. 
Scoring: The unit of analysis will be each variable suggested 
by the subject as having some relevance to the problem. The dis­
cussion of each variable will be rated on the scale below. 
1. Recognizes a_ variable ; no attempt to apply it. Student 
acknowledged some variable (either psychological or situational but 
makes none of the following kinds of generalizations about it) :: 
a. No statement hypothesized about the effect of this 
variable on some desired behavior (e. g., to one of the objectives 
stated in Section I). 
b. No statement of a correlation with one of the ob­
jectives stated in Section I. 
c. No statement about how this particular variable might 
interact with the effects of some other independent variable which 
is known to or has been hypothesized to have some effect on one of 
the behaviors described in Section I, 
2. Stereotyped application. An idea which is based on neither 
empirical data nor any degree of sensitivity to the uniqueness and 
individuality of the students. No allowance is made for the dev-
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opmental level of the students cognitive and language abilities, 
their span of attention, or any other variable which is prominent 
in this age group. The application which is suggested could just 
as well be applied to sixth graders as to pre-schoolers or perhaps 
even to college students or white rats. 
3 . ^  deductive application of psychology; an idea which is 
based on psychological data probably (but not necessarily) one of 
the studies presented in Problems I and II. Unlike (4) and (5), 
no attempt has been made to modify or adapt the ideas in a way that 
takes into account the unique attributes of the situation (e, g., 
developmental variables, sex differences, group structure and lead­
ership, etc.). 
Obviously, there are an almost infinite number of psycholog­
ical studies on which the student could be basing any given idea. 
The overlap of these findings and "common sense" psychology is 
probably great enough that it would be virtually impossible to 
distinguish this category from category (2) unless some specific 
guidelines are used. The following guidelines seem defensible 
in this situation; 
(1) Responses based on the studies by Judson, Maltzman, 
Torrance, and Carpenter (all of which were discussed in the problems 
and programs) will be assigned to category 3 even if the student 
fails to specifically state that the idea is based on data. 
(2) For ideas which are based on other studies, some evidence 
is required that the student view what he has done as derived 
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From a psychological study (e. g., "we learned in Psychology 230 
. . or studies on "creativity have shown . . .")» 
. Sensitive to situational variables. An idea that takes 
account of the unique attributes of the situation (e. g., devel­
opmental variables, sex differences, personality, group structure 
and leadership, etc.). Such applications do take into account the 
uniqueness and individuality of the situation but seem to be based 
solely on the student's observations; e. g., no use is made of 
relevant psychological data. Only one attribute of the situation 
need be considered to receive a score of 3^ 0 but less than 4.0. 
k. ^ inductive application of psychology,I. nAs in 3^ this 
must be an idea which is based on psychological data, probably 
(but not necessarily) one of the studies presented in Problems I 
and II. As in 3^ there must be some evidence that the idea has 
been modified to take into account the unique attributes of the 
situation (e. g., developmental variables, sex differences, group 
structure and leadership, etc.). Any attempt to apply psycholog­
ical data which shows any sensitivity at all to the situation 
would receive a 4 no matter how feeble the attempt may have been. 
Some credit may be given for productivity of ideas but productivity 
alone is not to be used as a basis for assigning to category 5. 
5. ^ inductive application of psychology II. As in 3^ 
this must be an idea which is based on psychological data probably 
(but not necessarily) one of the studies presented in Problems I 
and II. As in 3. there must be some evidence that the idea has 
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been modlfled to taken into account the unique attributes of the 
situation (e. g., developmental variables, sex differences, group 
structure and leadership, etc.). The differences between 5 and k 
is the quality of answer accepted. Whereas even the feeblest at­
tempt at developing an idea based on psychological facts and 
observations of the situation would receive a score of 4; category 
5 is reserved for ideas which reflect a detailed insight into the 
study in question and the situation itself. In papers in which 
many ideas are presented at least one idea must meet the criteria 
for category 5 before the category may be used. 
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Unit of Response for A-K and R Scales 
Before rating you are to divide Section II into units. Each 
unit should constitute a complete plan. If you feel the student 
had intended that a series of ideas be used together to consti­
tute a single teaching plan, then you are to make one rating for 
the entire series of ideas. Do not feel compelled to honor the 
students numbering of items in this regard. Ideas numbered in a 
series may constitute a series of related ideas, or a single uni­
fied plan, or some combination of these. It is up to you to decide 
which ideas belong together. 
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APPENDIX C: RELEVANCE SCALE 
R SCALE 
ai 
RELEVANCE SCALE (R). 
Each idea which is suggested in Section II will be rated 
as to how well it is related to the stated objective in Section I» 
1. Irrelevant. Mo relation stated (or implied)' to any of 
the objectives in Part I, nor is there any reason to suppose that 
such a relation exists. 
2. Relevance not implied, A relation is not clearly specified, 
or even implied;; but it seems logical (to the rater)/ that such a 
relationship may in fact exist. 
3. Relevance stated or implied. It is obvious that the stu­
dent views the ideas which he suggests in Section II as being re­
lated to the objectives he has stated in Section I. This relation­
ship may be stated directly or merely implied by the general format 
of the paper. Any format which implied that A (the idea in ques^r 
tion) will result in B (one of the objectives in Section I) iff 
acceptable. The implication of this sort of format is that a cau­
sal relationship exists between A and B and that the student is 
aware of this relationship. In contrast to 4, the student's re­
sponse does not suggest that he feels the idea was derived from 
the objective ; he could have made use of this same causal relation­
ship with the objective stated in a variety of other ways. 
4. Derivation implied. It is clear that the student's idea 
(Section II) could not have been formulated had the objective 
(Section I) been stated differently. The operationalization of 
the objective has apparently suggested an idea which the student 
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probably uouldn't have thought of otherwise. The student does not 
state in so many words that the idea was derived from the objec­
tive;; hence ue cannot be certain that he was aware of the process 
occurring. 
5. Derivation stated. It is clear that the student's data 
(Section II) could not have been formulated had the objective 
(Section I) been stated differefttly. Unlike 4 the student is fully 
aware that the idea was derived from the objective. 
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APPENDIX D: THEORY OF LEARNING ON 
WHICH THE PROGRAMS WERE BASED 
11, Application of Knowledge Scale. 
Can translate psychological studies 
into terms which are applicable to 
and take into account the unique 
attributes of the given classroom 
situation. 
8. Can recognize 
important varia­
bles in :thezsit-
uation. 
6. Knowledge 
of child dev­
elopment. 
SECTIONS F &JJ 
9. Can translate independent 
variable into an idea which 
will lead to the attainment 
of an educational objective. 
SECTION E. 
10. Relevance Scale. Can 
identify psychological 
studies and ideas which 
are relevant to a stated 
educational objective. 
7. General 
familiarity 
with the 
situation. 
VIDEO TAPE 
5. Can iden­
tify the inde­
pendent vari­
able in a 
psychological 
study. 
SECTIONS g & B 
T J1 
3. Can see rela­
tionships between 
the dependent var­
iable in a psych­
ological study and 
a stated educa­
tional objective. 
SECTION D 
4. Knows and 
Linderatandsr 
relevant 
study. 
PROBLEMS I & ItJ 
1. Abstraction-Operational 
Scale. Has stated objec­
tives in terms which com­
municate what the desired 
terminal behavior is. 
SECTION C 
2. Can identify the 
dependent variable in 
a psychological study. 
SECTIONS A & B 
Figure 1 r Theory of learning on which the programs were based 
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APPENDIX E: INDUCTIVE APPLICATIONS OF PSYCHOLOGICAL 
KNOWLEDGE PROGRAM (I-fi-P-H) 
66 
34 
Section Es Formulating Hypotheses about Classroom Problems: 
Psychological Studies as a Source of Independent Variables 
Purpose ; To provide the student with practice in finding an inde­
pendent variable which is relevant to a stated educational objective. 
Instructions : You will need a copy of the textbook for Psychology 333 
(McDonald, Ediinatînnal P.qychDloçy)„ In order to find ideas in psychol­
ogy which are relevant to a given educational objective, you need to 
learn to read a psychology text with a particular question in mind. 
In this section the given educational objective is "to teach the child­
ren to tell stories which are original or creative," The question to 
keep in mind isg "What sorts of independent variables have psychol­
ogists manipulated or changed to produce a corresponding change in 
original behavior," 
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Flrsfi; leit's review brlfefly 9cm> conrstipts yosu h«v« already l«arn4?d whltîh 
are: ctz lev&m». to the |mtpo«i; of this acction.. A hj'pothfe-sls la a stateineat; of 
&  fe l . i i H o H.Bhip b e t w ê ! ? : : »  t w o  o t  a < j r e  variables  ^ x p r e s B g d  iu t h ©  f o r t n  "if A ,  
t.h^-a H " In the hypothiesla "if A, f hea Uj" A Ls rh« (aj) 
"-•.kri.it Is sad 3 Ib K.Wi (fb> t.artabl.ï^ 
i'or g he toeref K ags.'îwtiSrH 
(a) Independent 
(b) dependent 
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Recall the situation you saw depicted cm video tape. Wo have already established 
that one possible educational objective in this situation could be "to encourage 
the children to tell creative or original stories la response to pictures," 
Suppose you are a psychologist called in to consult with the teacher about 
various xjays of ttjachlng vïhe children how to tell sl:orien which are original. 
You would Chink o£ any proposed solution as aa (a) , The 
teacher ' a objectii^») (original stories) would be thfc (b) 
variable. Any proposed change in the classroom enviroixoient which is designed 
£o eavise or produce am original story wowld be the (c) variable. 
Now see firame 37 for the coriretst answer. 
37 
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Answers to frame 36; 
(a) hypoChesla 
(b) dependent 
(e> Independent 
Now leta look at some ideas whieh psychologists have tried whleh ar@ possible 
ways of producing or eausing an original or creative response. Read the 
discussion of tb«^ Judson, Cofer, and Gelfand experiment on pp, 294-295 in 
you textbook. This discussion beings with "So far the experimental work . . 
Keep fch€ following question in mind as you read: "What independent variable 
is suggested as a possible way of producing original or creative behavior?" 
When you have read the discussion turn to fram 
In the Judsoo, Gofer, and Gelfand experiment the dependent variable is; 
(circle the correct response) 
a. association strength of an original response 
b, solving the problem in a way which is original or creative 
Co free association to a list of words 
Now ^or the answer see frame 
(b) Is correct 
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Th« dependent variable was an original response If yo«s missed fchls, it may 
hav@ been becaust^ you dldn^C think of "using a heavy object as a pendulum bob" 
as being original? This solution is original because it is both infrequent 
and relevant» li is infrequent because few people would ordinarily propose 
such an idea if oEher alternatives were present It is relevant because it 
is a way of solviog tî»e problewu 
If y:m picked (ay yoia may set 11 be unclear abaat the concept "dependent 
y 
variable", The ofigiaal respoas# "using a heavy object as a pendulim bob" 
is the dependent variable because it depends on "associative strength". 
Another way of putting this Is to say that the original response "using 
a peudulmm bob . ,ett.," Is ( I ike ly /<an 1 ike ly > to occur if the child free 
aasociafe* to a list of words which Is unrelacêd to the solution 
See frame 40 for the correct answer. 
40 
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Answer to frame 39 . "unlikely". The original response is likely only when 
the associative strength of the original response is increased hy presenting 
a list of words which cues or suggests the idea of "using a heavy object for 
a pendulum bob." 
Now that we have established the dependent variable, what is the independent 
variable? (Hint: What variable does Judson's study suggest as a possible 
means of teaching children to be creative or original?) The independent 
variable Is , 
Now see frame 41 for the answer. 
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The assoclfttlw aercagieh of an original response is cottfexst elace asooeiat 
strength is varied by Eb€ expertmenter in da «fforfe to prodwee a change io 
original creative behavior. 
In this siïCtion we b«ve 8tsgg«8t«d a way of reading a psychology text 
when you ir# lookin# for a new way of attaining an educational objective 
(e-g, , of teaching children gome specified behavior). The question yow K»6U«t 
ask te "Viiat la the independent variable which this study haa found to prodMee 
a ebaoge in the kind of behavior ^  want fco generate in aay stiitdents?" Asking 
this q«€8tlcra Is th^ first step in any application of psychology- Y<m will 
find as you read section F that there is something else yoiu must do as 
Now see Section F. 
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Section F. Formulating Hypotheses about Classroom Problems: 
Operatlonalizlng the Independent Variable for a 
Particular Classroom Situation 
Purpose ; Given a psychological study which is relevant to a stated 
educational objective and the independent variable in the study, 
the student will be shown how to do the following:: 
1, translate the independent variable into terms which are com­
patible with a specified teaching situation, 
2o formulate several alternative approaches, each of which 
constitutes a slightly different translation of the in­
dependent variable. 
What this really amounts tp Is an attempt to teach you to use psychol­
ogical knowledge as a means of generating your own ideas about teach­
ing students. 
Instructions: You will probably find that this portion of the pro­
gram requires somewhat more thought than the sections you completed 
earlier. Other students who have worked an this section reported 
that it might be helpful to know ahead of time that you are expected 
to spend a good deal of time thinking about your answers before you 
write. On questions which ask you to think of several different ways 
of doing something, try very hard to think of as many possibilities 
as you can, don't be satisfied with just ons answer. Finally, don't 
become discouraged if you seem to be making too many mistskes. Instead 
read the feedbsck frames carefully. If you're the sort of person 
who likes to think of new ways to do things, I think you'll enjoy this section^ 
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If we try to apply the independent variable "associative strength 
of an original response" as a means of getting our group of preschool 
children to tell stories which are original, then we will have to 
re-operationalize the concept "associative strength" in a way which 
will fit the particular situation in which we are working. 
In this instance there are probably (a) ___________________ 
operational definitions which could be appropriate. This is so 
because there are (b) _______________ factors or variables which 
are present in the classroom which are different than the variables 
and conditions under which Judson did his experiment. 
See frame 44 for the answer,S, 
44, 
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Answers to frame 43 : (a) many 
(b) many 
In the space provided below write down aevar&J. differences 
t,(!jifi85i the situation in which Judson conductsd his experiment and the 
situatiorr you saw an video tape (Fesl free to refer to the text if you' ve 
forgotten some of the conditions of the experiment or any notes you 
may have taken on the video tape)* 
.lo 
2. , 
3o 
4o 
5, 
Now see next frsne. 
45 
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Answer to frame 44: 
There are many factors or variables which are oulte different 
in the Judson experiment and in our attempt to teach preschoolers 
to tell creative stories. The particular ones you have foesaad eiii 
reflect to some extent such factors as your own interests, knowledge 
of children, etc. Because we can't possibly look at everything which 
is going on, I've suggested just a few variables which I think are 
worth developing, 
1„ Variables which involve the developmental level of the child: 
a. Age 
bo Language development 
Co Attention span 
do Interests and motivation 
2o Variables which involve the teaching approach which is being used: 
a« The medium of presentation or materials (i. e,, pictures) 
bo The social interaction of the children with each other 
and with the teacher. 
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All of the following are operational definitions of "the as­
sociative strength of an original response," All might be appropriate 
manipulations of the situation in the problem,; but some are better than 
others in that they reveal a greater sensitivity to the variables 
which are operating in the situation. Your .job is to find the situa­
tional variables which have been ignored in some of these manlpulatlonso 
Please write your reason for objecting to or agreeing with each mani­
pulation in the space provided. After you have written each answer, 
refer to the feedback frame which is directly below. Be sure to check 
your answer before you proceed to the next example. 
(a) Ask the child to free associate to the following list of 
words as you wi-ite them on the boards 
Underwater train 
Engineer 
Passenger 
Mad scientist 
Experiment 
Write answer here: 
See frame 48. 
(b) The same list of words in (a) is presented verbally (e. g., 
teacher says the word:» child responds)» 
Write answer here: 
See frame 49, 
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(c) Ask ttie child to free associste to the following list of 
words which are presented verbally by the teacher: 
train 
bridge 
accident 
Write answer here: 
See frame 50» 
(d) Ask the child to free associate to the following list of 
words which are presented verbally by the teacher : 
railroad engineer 
boat 
underwater train 
Write your answer here; 
Now see frame 51, 
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The child can't read. Now proceed to example (b)o 
us 
101 
The child's vocabulary may not be adequate (see e. g., scientist ; 
experiment)^ Now proceed to example (c)» 
50 
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(c) None of these words constitute original responses to the question. 
If you missed this, go back over page 293 of McDonald, Now 
proceed to example (d) frame 47, 
51 
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All these words could be used in an "originel" response 
or story (e, g., railroad engineer is a detail which is only 
implied, hence to focus on what the engineer did, how he reacted, 
etc. would lead to a story which, at this age level, would pro­
bably be judged creative. Boat would be used to generate an 
ingenious way to surmount the difficulty of the broken bridge. 
Underwater train is a little fanciful, but recall that these 
are young children. If some of these solutions don't strike you 
as creative, recall the age level of the children. The only 
problem with this solution that I can discern is the question 
of vocabulary. It is very difficult to think of a way to find 
words which we can safely assume are in the vocabulary of a 
preschooler which would cue an original story. Check the box 
which best expresses your attitude at this point. 
(1) I can think of some words which are within the 
vocabulary of the overage preschooler which I think 
would cue an original story. 
See frame 52. 
(2) I can't think of any appropriate words, but I can 
think of a different way of operational izing the 
independent variable "associative strength of an ori­
ginal response" which I think would work better than 
asking the child to free associate to a list of words. 
See frame 53. 
(3) I fail to see any way of operationalizing the indepen­
dent variable :^associative strength of an original 
response" in any way which makes sense in this parti­
cular situation. 
See frame 54, 
52 
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Good for you I I guess you're more Imaginative than I am. If 
you don't mind, I'd like to use your idea in the next revision of the 
program^ Please write the words you Hihought of in the spaces provided 
and state briefly what sort of a story you think each would cue off, 
Now look at frame 54 for same suggestions about other ways of 
operationalizing "association strength of an original response." 
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Very good I Please write your idea in the space provided. 
Proceed to frame 55= 
54 
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Let's consider some new possibilities. Up to this point ue 
have considered only exemples of manipulations which are derived 
from Judson's study with no real attempt to re-operationalize them to 
fit the particular situation with which we are working. Lefs look 
carefully at some things we know about preschoolers. 
First, we know from studies of intelligence of preschoolers that 
they typically have more difficulty with items involving spoken 
vocabulary, understanding directions, and abstract verbal problems 
than they do with picture vocabulary items, items which invoke eye-
hand coordination etc. Une way of generalizing theee facts is to say 
that preschoolers have difficulty with items 
or task«o 
See frame 55 for the correct answer. 
55 
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Answer to frame 54: verbal 
Preschoolers are not very verbal. They seem to understand 
and perhaps to think better in visual images and concrete experiences 
than they do with words. 
The preceding statements suggest that we might have more success 
if we operationalized the independent variable, "association strength 
of an original response" in terms of 
After you write your answer, see 
frame 56* 
56 
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There are many different ways of stating the answer to this question, 
but anything which captured the basic idea that some medium of expression 
other than verbal ought to be tried is basically correct. 
Now suggest some specific media or materials you would lifte to 
see tried and tell specifically how you would usa them, Don't be 
satisfied with just one. Try to think of as many ideas as you can. 
Write your answers in the epace provided. 
Instead of "free associating to words" the children could : 
1. 
2, 
3, 
4. 
5. 
After you have written your answers, 
proceed to frame 57 
57 
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Again there are lots of possibilities. Here are Just a few which 
occurred to me. 
Instead of free associating to a list of words, the children could: 
1. Show the children a asrias of pictures such that each 
in the series should eus off an original response to 
the one which follows it. 
Example: Show picture of the Easter bunny riding on 
a train, thsn show a picture of the train approaching 
the bridge which ia broken, 
2. Be provided with special play equipment related to 
unique or unusual ways of solving the problem of the 
broken track. A folding bridge or drawbridge would be 
one such toy. 
3. Provided with appropriate playhouse which looks like 
a railroad engineer cab, passenger car, etc., the children 
t 
are askad to play varioue roles, such as, engineer, 
conductor, etc. Such role playing should increase the 
probability that the child would considsr details of 
the picture which are only implied, e. g., the presence 
of people in the train. Stories based on such details 
would be considered original in the sense that they seldom 
occur and are relevant to the situation. 
Did you get any new ideas from these examplea? (Check the appropriate box.) 
i I Yes. Proceed to frame 58, 
I I No. Proceed to frame 59» 
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If you have some ideas you think are worth a tr% write them in 
the spaces provided. 
Now see frame 59c 
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I don't believe we've exhaueted the possibilities for using the 
independent variable "associative strength of an original response." 
If you couldn't think of any new ideas, maybe you haven't quite gotten 
the idea yet. What I'm trying to get you to do is to take an inde­
pendent variable which is relevant to your purpose, translate it into 
terms which fit the particular subject matter and the students with 
whom you are working, and use it as a working hypothesis which you 
can actually test in the classroom. What you are looking for in this 
specific situation is a teaching plan or manipulation which fulfills 
the following criteria: 
lo Makes use of some non-verbal media of presentation, 
2o Maintains the essential quality of Judaon's independent var­
iable (that is, it must be a manipulation which provides 
some experience with a stimulus or situation which may cue 
an original reaponse), 
3o Is different in some respect from the exemples in Frame 57. 
Now think of a plan or manipulation which fita the criteria above. 
Write your answer in the space provided. 
Turn to frame 60, 
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It la cuite passitile, of courge^ thet ynu hnve tlinuqht of some 
iriBBS which are quite cJlfferent fram those which occurred to ms. 
If so fine! Just be sura your Idea Involves a medlun of presentation 
which Is non-verbal, and that It IncrBnr.ea the assoclwtf.ve otrength 
nf an original response. Frankly, my creative c&nacltier. ore hec;Inning 
to be a bit stretched by this exercise, too; but hore nre ?i couple 
nf Ideas: 
'1„ tixnmple I on 'M suggest a trj mn the Idcn that t.ne £5tr:ry might 
cue off en orlrilnal response to cnother. So hnu about telTlnq 
tlie children ntorlen which could cue off an original rjsnonse, 
L'c Example ?. suyricsto numberoua variations on Ihn ther.; of using 
nley equipment tn cue off an original resnonae; r,, if 
the child pJnyp with g boat juut before aeoino the picture, 
h(? might very well suggs'-^t the: use of a bonû to carry the 
train across the uatmr. Such an ansuer jould certeinly meet 
our crltgrin for "orlaJnollty," 
3. Role play could also he used in an -.Inost Infinite variety 
of ways; e, y,, you could oak one of the children to pretend 
he is on Easter bunny, etc. 
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Section G, Some Additional Practice in Finding Independent V/ariablea 
EuEunsjas To provide some additional practice with some of the concepts 
which have been presented earlier in this program. 
As in Section F, you will be asked to think of ways of transla­
ting the independent variable in a psychological study into terms which 
fit a particular classroom situation, Wa want to provide you with 
practice in generating as many new ideas as possible from each study. 
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Now rersnd McDonald's discussion of the experiment by Maltzman below: 
"In other studies Maltzman and his associates found that when sub­
jects were instructed to be original and were trained in making 
original responses, they were better able to solve prohlems renuirinr; 
originnl responses. In one of these experiments they compared two 
different methods: (1) making many different responses to the some 
stimulus and (.?.) making different responses to different stimuli. 
Though Maltzman found both methods effective, the first method produced 
II 
greater transfer effects» 
Try to approach the material in the manner suggested in the summary 
above. To see if you have gotten the right idea, try to answer the 
following question; 
In these experiments, the dependent vrriahle was 
See frame 03, 
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Answer tr frrme 62: Making an original response. 
The studies ay Maltzman ore similar to the situation you saw on 
video tape in t.ir • they 
Go to next frame For the answer. 
G4 
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Answer to 63: 
Have the same purpose of objective. 
Have the same dependent variable, or 
Seek to produce a change in oriQinal behavior. 
Two independent variables were shown to be successful in produc­
ing changes in the Maltzman experiments. These were (n) 
and (b) 
0 
See answers in frame G5o 
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Answers to frame 64: 
(a) training in originality 
(b) the instruction to be original. 
Let's try to devise an "originality" instruction for children at this 
age level. First, from what we rlready know about the children in 
this group, suggest some characteristics or attributes which a good 
creativity instruction should possess. List as many as you can think of. 
Proceed to frame 6£„ 
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When working with children of this age, it might be rather dif­
ficult to devise any instruction which could be counted on to commun­
icate your intente But let's not just give up. At least we can 
think of some desirable attributes which such an instruction should 
possess. Here's one that seems important to me. Perhaps you thought 
of otherso 
lo We know that children at this age have difficulty with verbal 
instructions, test items, etc. So we need to consider the 
possibility of ^  instruction which is non-verbal. 
From your previous work in psychology, can you •;hink of any 
experimental technique for making a non-verbal instruction. (Hint: 
7&0W they are supposed to 
Proceed to frame 6? 
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Well this was a tough one. Do you recall the technique of 
operant conditioning devised by Skinner, liJhen a pigeon pecks at a 
bar, he is rewarded by a food pellet^ In this situation each rewarded 
response (bar press) increases the probability of that particular 
response being emitted again» In effect operant conditioning is a 
way of^.tjBlling the pigeon what he is supposed to do. See if you 
can translate this kind of an instruction into one which would wo^k 
with preschool children. 
Write your answer in the space below; 
See frame 68, 
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The answer you wrote in the previous frame should contain most 
of the following points: 
lo The concept with which ue want to work is operant conditicning 
or learnlnp for a reward. If we w^nt a child to learn to be 
creative, we tell him so by rewarding creative responses. 
Of course, some translation of the specifics of the bar 
pressing situation is needed. First, let's consider the type 
of reward. Obviously we couldn't use food pellets ati a re­
ward for children. But why not candy, IC cent toys, or 
praise? There are many possible rewards which might he used 
in addition to the ones I've mentioned, 
3, One problem which may not have occurred to you but would 
certainly become apparent if you ever found yourself trying 
to reward "creative behavior" in preschool children Is tiat 
of being certain that you are rewarding only creative beiavlor. 
It's much easier to know when a pigeon is pushing a bar :,han 
to know when a child is being creative. Having a good opera­
tional definition of creativity is the first step towards 
knowing which responses to reinforce. Assuming the teaihers 
have been trained to identify creative responses when thi'y see 
them, what would be another difficulty you might encounte-, 
(Hint; Recall the video tope you saw. Did you notice any­
thing which might be relevant to this question?) 
Write your answer here: 
See frame 69. 
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The problem is that very frequently more than one child is respond­
ing at the some time. It would be next to impossible for the teacher 
to reward all the creative responses of all the children. Now in the 
space provided; write as many ways as you can think of to deal with 
this problem, (Hint; Recall the things you know about operant con­
ditioning how has it been applied in education, what do uib know from 
operant conditioning studies about the cases in which we can't re­
ward every response which the pigeon (rot, or child) makes? If you 
feel you need more information before you can answer the question, 
see McDonald's discussion of schedules of reinforcement on p„ 403 
and/or the discussion of programmed instruction on pp. 93-96..) 
1. 
2 .  
3, 
4. 
5. 
After you write your answer, 
see frame 70, 
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There are many things you might have suggested. Here are a 
few possibilities : 
1„  Make use of individual tutors, such as, we did on the tape. 
This is* of course, a rather inefficient use of personnel, 
2, Write a learning program designed for children of this age 
level. With the aid of modern computer facilities onri audio­
visual aids, such a program is certoinly possible. Learning 
programs don't necessarily have to be read. They can just 
as well be seen on movies with feedback provided by a com­
puter. Several such programs are already on the market, 
3. Even if additional tutors, computers, movies, ate. aren't 
available, the problem isn't insolvable. We know from basic 
research that every response doesn't have to be rewarded. 
Rewarding a response every so often may even produce more 
learninr. So the teacher doesn't have to reward every crea­
tive response a child makes. She must be sure, hnwnver, to 
distribute rewards among all members of the class; e, n., 
she must avoid providing one child with all the praise while 
other children's responses go unnoticed. 
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APPENDIX F: SPECIFICATION OF EDUCATIONAL 
OBJECTIVES PROGRAM (S-E-0) 
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Applying Psychological lùsovledge in the Classroom 
Reed Meaeke 
Iowa State Thiiversity 
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Section C. Stating Educational Objective in Term of Observable BehavMr; 
the Concept of an "Operational Definition." 
An educational objective is a statement about desired behavior 
change. Such a statement can be formulated at many different levels 
of absyractioti. Which of the following three educational objective» 
Is mast abstract and which is least abstract? 
(a) We want pupils to initiate educational projects on their 
own; to refer to outside sources of information in addirsnn 
to reading the text; and to ask relevant questions durisvg 
class time. 
(b) We want pupils to have an appetite for learning 
(c) We want pupils to show a real interest in their assignments, 
e.g., to go beyond what is demanded of them. 
Write the letter of the objectives you feel ts most abstract aad 
leas I abstract in the space provided. 
Most abstract 
Least abstract 
Now turn to fr«tte l.'i for the cofrert ann...Trï 
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•ji.! r- ^ 
Î!- b;-\ *., 
r. \ C': 
• c, i/ cqri/r ' i ': 
' such n r.l : •• 
nn 
itnu, Buci? r "p 
LhE nur't': 
• n wnp'Z t '::0 
:? :x hnu : 
Innrni 
("'il, 
or ir: 
ii-'.'Ve fii-
n) 
:•: far f.tnûL:': 
.'lor cherscB. 
f jlred Ctv;r. 
vt i s^cKiin .13K 
• ,i -r proceed, 
1 \ r.'^ )'i7i6 of (c) 
next ff^me 
If 
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(n) cducstiangî 
(h) Bbatract or Indefinite 
(cJ hehnvlors, actions, or responses 
Hwcell Iho situation you sou on video tape. Suppose you pre 
t!u:: school psycholofjlpt called in to consult with the tnocner !" 
'..hi 5 clns3n Sha tells ynu her educstlonel objoctlvB Isi to trie 
chndri?- to tall BtorJss which are orlglnnl and crenllvt?, -jc Inn.) rg 
KdMcr.tionp.l objective is stotQd In thïn wbv» it will hç. cSfflc.'H 
!.n fievîrip e Ipornlng pxperiencR which will be successftjlc This Ut no 
'lyrnusG the educational objective "telling original storieg" ie 
r,t .tsd In tarma which are too (a) « Sefore 
Irkinq r-r-.y suggestions, the psychologist will have to defire this 
o''.;ncUvG in terms of (b) o 
Sea next frame For ranswere^ 
('O 
(t.) 
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v-t-Uif. V-; r.g;, •;'• •' , ':••,•••. ;:• f 1-T ;] -ii •;.!•'? 
nîi-tr^ir". (nrry, l_ , -r v 
c i f  g n u j  !  :  1  i : ; , .  
Ses the :.ay' ? ï . c Tor r::»r.„nr 
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"operable" or "operational" 
When hiQ find an educational objective stated In abatract terms, 
we must restate it in terms of observable behavior before we will 
be able to construct a learning situation which will work, When we 
do this, we are really the educational ob­
jective in question, 
See the next frame far 
opérations!izlng 
144 
19 
Which of the following educational objectives are operationaliret'? 
isn which srs stated in terms of specific behavior so that It 
will be possible to communicate to the learner exactly what is ex­
pected of him? Be sure to write all your answers before yoL turn 
to frame 20<, 
Yea No 
(a) To understand the principles of salesmanship^ _______ 
(b) To be Bible to write tnree examples of the 
logical fallacy of tne undistributed middlKu ______ 
(c) To grasp the significance of Ohm's Law* _______ _______ 
(d) To be able to name the bones of the body» ______ _______ 
(e) To be able tn list the principles of secondary 
school admin.t.strationo _______ 
(f) To know the plays of Shakespeare. Evidenca 
of the ecudent's knowledge will ba obtained 
from a written essay, ______ 
(g) To really understand the law of magnetismo • ______ 
(h) To be able to identify instructional objectives 
that indicate what the learner will be doing 
when demonstrating achievement of the objective. ______ _____ 
(!) To be creative, ______ 
See frame 20 for the correct answers. 
?.D 
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are t:-s ctnect mswers to fr&me 19» 
(av /-O 
(^) Vp3 
(c) '\'3 
(J) ^eg 
(e) V«3 
(f) ^0 
(q) 
(n) ''133 
( i ) -(3 
If Y If nleged (f , proceed to freme 21 ; otherwise, gn to Section D 
'^1 
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(F) Recall  that you were to say whether or nut thu fol lnwing ytatQ-
ment is specif led In bfîhyvîcîral terma :  "To knnw the plays oF Shske-
sspHnrL'o Evidence of the student's knowledge wi l l  be obtained from 
a ! i i r  1 LtkH easay," 
uayinr; tn. i t  the student's knowledgn Uhnksnoenre wi l l  ba eval 
untnc) nn Lhn h^^ls nf hlo i. ;ehcu/ÏDr nn an esam/ nxnn rin^s meet the 
cr i ter ion uf being an act of ohccrvahlE hehnvlnr an in a sense you 
arn carrcctn 'he prnhlem with atatement ( f)  l3 t in-i t  just helng able 
to " i . i r l te an essay" Ib not the buhivlor which is relevant to t ie 
tenci inr 'o nrir t icular rief lni t îon of 'knowing thn plays of ChakeapBCirs 
Unlerz you nre wi l l lnr]  to give everyonn en A uihn just wr 11,88 tne 
ssîKivyou hsd better specify whnt catoriorlen nf behavior you jant 
tho student to Include (sr, g,,, ,  do ynu went him to compara the alMyvJ 
on dlf f&rent dlfnenslnna, to give th^ plot nf G:irh play, or just tu 
nome al l  the plnys?). I f  you dnnH specify the behavior you wait,  
hou 5 3 the ntudent supnnsed to know which of the preceding points 
tn Inclurie} £3nd now would you nompara gtudents i. iho perceived ths 
ouonuion in dif ferent uays? 
Is the Fol lowing definit ion of creativi ty o;, 'erat ianal izeci? 
Tel l  i jhy ynu think I t  Is or is not opnrct lonal = 
Chi ldren j i l l  he asked to fn.- ikc up ci story bused on a given 
picture., Url f j inal i ty or creativi ty wi l l  he nsnesned on the hesis of 
the r i tory they tel l .  
Check the appropriate box, then urIte ynur reason., 
Is operational |  
flot npffPoV lanni |  
Heasiji'i i 
See frame 
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.'•nnwer to fra-ne 21 » Say itra: ( =:«• crlvinnl Itv ur i.r' 11 ?•« 11. /  11 
nr. nssuss^d on the nnsia or trc- -it m y •.!.(- rhl Irr-". tf-ll Ir not J2 
srcrr11 nncl dgf Initlor, or the r.-r T rrnf.un v.; r->i vir: esary nn Sh?kp. 
••st-ears" 5n not an onnratïuMnï • " n. ion n" nnr'g «•rnoulfd--:?» of rk?ka-
srenre . Unless we arc w 11 'IInn 'o rn"? ic>••.•:' ;:^v ctnyy ci- the d-? 5 j'-
r»-n tf.»31 a p. crm we rra ; 1 v i-rvpn*t nnl:! t k inds of I s-
Mil V lor l,:P ore locJ. in?- for, T: ,n t- ".cvirr m::- •. nr. choirs t<;f Tun I. 
qtîi tr-h!)pr on sum» crltrrri :jnlrh ' : in,- k v ~  ii--r- tUne Lticî 
9\np]en tnp chj idrrn tell "re crm .'-1 ; :'d Mi W- i. • ; nn;., 'h 1 r. ' s 
R:<nctîv where v.o 1 «•:}•* l. tr-cr î.ru;î. ï. - -or: 1 7 . 
î;nw Int "s nrncepr i r lee I Ian U 'm ynu ui .ÎI 1 anrn r-hn t 
60119 cr Hori? -nr juflç Irir. crpativ' ' •>' • ih - r. ;- ,- rr r ci oa r-r/c;! ol o'ii: - 1  
r.s':cr.rrn, Vc-.u will a!sc. nee an-..' cr) tur ;••: can ru hrnnaFri-rpn 
t.i f M. Inr: rrnnlransenJ s n: a prrt ' r j J -r '.-lai-nrnnm, qrua-j -if rl<.-uf-t-r.5, 
Etc, wi tnniit. cnany'.«'••J t? r r b-nr I n w- lîinr;. 
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Display I 
Here are some things the children actually said In response to the 
picture shown above. In the frames which Immediately follow, you will be 
concerned with developing criteria for Judging which of these responses Is 
creative. Feel free to refer back to this display as you answer the 
questions In this section. 
1. Its a train. 
2. The train will fall off the track. 
3. Baster bunny Is riding on the train to take some Easter eggs to Chicago. 
4. It's an airplane flying to Chicsgp. 
5. The train got out of the water because there was a bridge that went 
up and downIn the water. 
6. The story of the choo-choo train. 
7. The track broke off. That's what happened! 
8. Octopus ate the candy that fell In the water. 
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Read pfi., 293-294 of McDonnld with the Following qunskluns In nïnri 
(no pnswer required at this rnlnt), 
(a) ÎS crertivlly nr nrîqînnîîty7 
( ') uhrit, SDDcific criteria must a resporse meet in nrder In bn Judi KTi 
• 'crent ive"? 
Aftar you have road these pngFMî, 
pTDceed to frame 26, 
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APPENDIX G: PROBLEMS I AMD 
160 
Problem I 
Recall the classroom situation you saw depicted on video tape. 
Imagine that you are the psychologist called in to consult with the 
teacher in this situation. She tells you that her educational ob­
jective is to teach the children to tell stories which are creative 
or original. Read the résumé of Torrance's study on the following 
page and answer the questions to be sure you've gotten the idea of 
the study which is discussed. Then use this material to think of 
as many ideas as you can which might help the teacher to obtain her 
stated objective. Write up your answers on the form sheat provided, 
(You will find this form immediately after the answers to the study 
questions in this booklet.) If you look at this form, you will see 
that it is divided into two sections which are on separate pages. 
In Section I you are to state the specific objectives towards 
which you are working. Points will be assigned on the basis of the 
precision and clarity of your statement of objectives, i, e,, how well 
it communicates your intention or purpose. 
In Section II you are to suggest as many ideas as you can for 
attaining the objectives stated in Section I. Try to develop as many 
ideas as you can which are based on the study by Torrance, Analyze 
each of your ideas in terms of how well it would fit this particular 
classroom situation. Points will be assigned on the basis of the num­
ber and originality of your ideas and on how well they fit the situa­
tion in question. 
Read the following paragraphs; then turn to the next page and 
answer the questions. While your grade in Psychology 333 will not 
in any way be affected by how you answer the following questions, they 
do constitute a variable which is of particular importance to the study 
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Attflivex F«>ro# 
Section lo StaCcMBt of Objective#r Sajr •peclficallf what you expect 
the child to do and hov you «111 know each objective ha* been atteloed, 
Pleaae write your objective Incoviplete seateacea. 
166 
A\.-up( 7<vvrj 
II, Suggest cs nwr.y a« ftm cma. think of for 
*KtatMiP2 objective# yow listed Uk S*ftlom 1= Feel to aak-e 
•j'-e of tV ji«yclholoRlc«l atwAie# yyii v*re just, tested oa r.o help yoa 
jj-e suïc t.p f&n#ldfr wioo thm Itaporfesot aeprct# iii 
' ^if.s'•:;c-fJK s-ît; 5^ -.-c tf.". f»cfc, Kkg'W 5?oy augga-tt). 
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: r I i I'r • ''1 •• • ••. r ' 
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Rend the Fol lowing paragraphs; thnn turn to the noxt nnne nnd 
nnsuor t i iG nuGstiona» While your grade In psychology 333 wi l l  not 
in nny way bn nffccted by how you answer the fol loui ing nuentions, t! i :?y 
t iD cnnnti tutc a vnrirble which is of part iculr.r  interest in the study 
in u'hich you nrc pnrticipating, So try tn an suicr them ns well  rs you 
c.-n, r'nrJ dnn't look hnck pt the pnrarTrphs or at the onsuers unti l  
you r inve writ ten oi l  your responses^ 1 don't  bel ieve you wi l l  f ind 
the nucotions unduly di f f icult  i f  you rend t ie prronrnpha cnrcful ly, 
"Children come to school with n system of concerts Infnrmnlly 
ncruircc; therefore g the tenchcr must détermine vhe • resent 
Dtri ' iG nf concept development of erch chi lc end I tn l innSficnncG 
to the ncnulslt lon of new concopts, t inst rerding-rojolnnsn' 
lr5i.s cj ivnn to kInderg: r tnern nnri f i rst nrcders ere essint lnl ly 
tests nf cnncept fnrmotinn. From these tests t'-Q tenchei may 
eatlnrtc uhethsr the chi ld hen en nrienunte tronp nf rencona 
for ' iMch he Mill he lenrninr, the word oynhn r. ,  The chi l : . '  rnter-
inr, the primery (vrnde hns nenuîrer; concepts t f  meny klnrn; he hns 
cnn:::-; tD for mor.t nf the objects in hin envirinrnnt, such ;:5 tt-; 
nerc.onc In h.1e frrni ly, hie; homo, the femily err,  end the utensi l-
l ie uee^., Mr l i ; , is alno developed rclnt lonnl c n Tcte, S' en ns 
Mncide nf," • 'outside of, '  ' from,* ' te^ " 'up, '  'down, '  He mny 
hevc only the vequent nresp of some other kinrir- of conce' ts, 
ni ich r" i  'smaller then, '  or Mnrr-er then, '" 
"Ce.rnentcr studied the effects nf reinforcement on the Isnrning 
nf ceneeptSo He formed four nr ups nf ntudentn end hr;d then lenrn 
c ect nf concerto, using elmnle mrterlnls. The re^nfnrcerent 
used in thjs experiment wes the ixnerimenter's stntem-nts, 
"Thnt 'n r ' r- ,ht '  nr *Thet*s wrong," In tne f i rs^ group, thr ex-
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answers to questions on the previous pages. 
1. (a) 
2. (d) 
3, (d) 
4. W 
Answer Form 
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Fege 1. 
Section 1, Statement of Objectives. Say specifically what you expect 
the child to do and how you will know each objective has been attained. 
Please write your objective Incomplete sentences. 
f '  •  % 
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1 
C'g<.H>.y n., M*a., Suggest •« if*»# MA rr,- C.fa • htoî. <.f fof 
ft-" e&jeetivo# ynt> ll«ted tr» I îv-*î (r*t u-
v#0 f'' the pvj(>eîH>lof.iLc«î atodle# v<x» v«*r« *%#t t"pf.*"î /*« tA hf 's» 
«eRfT*%e îi.'f-fViî, Se *wrf to foAStdfy .«• 4«-> îi»* sss toc.*"? • ".' 
Vnc c  l«4AT<X-% ?  (  Ï  r 'T . io ï  f  »*f '  «r i»  j  ••»••«  r " - .  A";  r , , , ; ; ; -  •  t  !•  
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APPENDIX H: SUMMARIES OF I-A-P-K PROGRAM 
AND S-E-D PROGRAM 
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! h:; V î F%: uh'îch !"Ci? Itgpn is th; t » hfi rrncf :o bv : ' ' ïch 
î,f-::Chor nttnins E^ duc itlunnÀ ahjpctivi?'; !n t,hr. cl"'/,r.rou''i : •; nn , : -
e^ QUbs lo UiHV t'":'it tf'iB paycholDiisf bririrs be'^  îvlnr uî'fjer 
Ni'; control. 
f in Gducatinnnl uhjectïvn In some stucpnt bcl iavior that, l .hu tencher 
unfi ts to chmnne, Jn this?, nens&p an ç;duc:3t. l i i r in] ohject!vr Is I fkg 
ill? dRî vnrhifilB in a hypncnssls, 
"hc first ntofi In crjntn.d i f nc: hehr-v 11 or in tr,,, cl '.nsi'OCir- ïs to 
lievcXrjp c-'H •opRrntînnal nef in1t!ori nf ititj oh e,, „ lo 
•meciFy In cnncrete? terns what hshrvinr&i wn unnt !;n chc r.:u., K 
'.h.^:'hnJiDvini* you hcfe tn t;h-.i:Qt.' is such th.-!'. judnncn' r;r r:'';. ing 
hV ? t»n- h^r ullî ht; varvjlVBC (as in nn essnv nxfjT /, 1.!.';m :h% 
nfj.jncf i-, iint 'f.T iiîy os«rcit înnt-il or wri L mn! i.,nl11 vi"-' •'•••y'! 
urne If ic!!.! the kinds of ri^spanscB ynu tft.'lî hf? Ir^ok inn ? i .r •?;> y eu 
fjrndGo 'Juch a Ce finit in- Is operHtîona] i.;er;;-)ij'.in cnce % n;.; k nou. 
wh3t vcu unr^t tnp le&rnnr i.o rki, ^ou c^n cnrymini'c; 3: n y^ijr 
iXjrnaGn. T*-» tr-ir- excnnt that you cnn tall ti-a 'Hrirnar "xactiy-
y Ut; ex'.TJct nf l'im, yoi\ more likely to gttrilri .if.; ir : Mr, 
7nu .srn sec!' Itig, 
ijPGP y nu TTfi nufB y ou knnu tjîint specirii: be'.••"'*/5 or y nu Mr-nt tn 
thf5 next st.-jp is lu dpcidfi iinw tn rrHninuJiythe ci (n ^uc^; 
a LU";y the chnn:iR w'I ! -k cur.-. If w9 cnoose to dériva riuch 
• T  î ' î F i n ù  i m  f r o m  n t u n  1  m e .  u h î c h  h a v e  i n e n  c o n d u c t e d  i n  
OByciial'-.giCiil Inborn tory, r h on there nru tu^ :i «'nouTct 
n n  f o l  l r ; , i e r ! , .  
f i n d  a  ïïturiy •/hlch s m e k s  to tht kind t  oi:hr:vlr-r 
in ; 'hier, y nu nrs int^rwstBd, '='0 :Jn thi yo'.i ni^t cîtirin-:-
whrît tnc dependcrt variable It In thn sturiy Mi:.i cn^rnre 
ÏC with your objectivc*-, 
fj. If the d^pandpnt variable matches your objective, Ic.Rn 
identify thi? independent vnrÎB'nlBo Translmte this v/Bri-
s o i p  into a fairly brood or abstrect ntritenir-nt w h i r r  
conveys ths purpose of the study 'înd fits tic iculr 
situation in which you ere working (that la, :ne wliich 
tf;kes into account such voricbles as the aqe, Interests,, 
tsnd abilities of your students). 
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For any given Inf jHppndcnt vr ' j ' :  r , ! ' / ,  n oi-,-.  i r r  rrnhri t  '  y 
H'Hny pC'ssihlF^ nrinr-t ionnl n *, t  i  or? t i t i  i - ' . ' r ]  c; ^ k 
in any givnn clannroom r,H.ur-t.  i -"n ,  
5 „  W h / n  y u u  h r v e  c o m p l e t e d  s t . H p f i  1  -  U y  y n u  w i l l  !  % v r  f ' n r n u ï • - t n L '  ; i  
nyr othesiSo This hypalhesltj BpGciflns n i^ariïpuL't Ir-n which ycu 
hone kill chnnge the cturijrit honnvior ufh!ch rnn<^t your 
ab.:GCtlvf;, 
fa. Thf: extent to which nuch b bypothnsl; ;  wi l l  i-r: tk :n ••r iv 
c l ' -ssroom cltuatlnn uiî î î  duprmd upon th fnqs g 
a... The vralidîty of the nsyrjMC'lr' itcn! r; 'iiH-jrcl: un rJi i t 
ir, based „ 
bo The ski l l  nf the tricher In t r . . l ;n;; ».••>,•> tiy ! 3 
i n t o  n manif'ulqt Sun uhlcn f ? 13 '.. i i i • : s t. m-ul u el 
•' good trtsnpintlnn lo or-j iihinhs 
(1)  Uepturnr?  the  en ' jen t  î ' i  « r  *  n  :  n r  ;  • , r  r r  ' r - f  n ;"cn t  
Vî^rlahîn In the rr  !r.r * --^.udv ;  i--„ 
i t  denlr wltn *.•!•-•• samn incrr entiont vr-r înf.11; 
(S) Inrnrporntos is r "r.-'i r nr ! 5 ci/l rr 
cîeBsroom jnd student fntr HM'ch t»»>.î gndcppn-
dent v. ir inhla i ; i  to nu trr-nr. l ;- ! tnd., Freruent ly 
m çood trcinslr. t ion ui l ' l  t '^vdve Knmn chrt-<yr 
in the ncdlum In ti t i l r j f" '  5 n- ' . ' r^fnnr^-^nt-;  vf; !" * • h ;  t-
ih present or tne uoa ' ' f  sn'nn'. ï tr- ,  !..  r i  • ' f  fprnni 
fi t? t  R r  i  ;? !  B o 
Old you find that readinq this summarv wcis helpful to i/nu in any wuy7 
Why or Why not? 
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APPENDIX I: INSTRUCTIONS TO SUBJECTS IN THE 
DIFFERENT TREATMENT GROUPS 
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INSTRUCTIONS TO SUBJECTS IN THE DIFFERENT TREATMENT GROUPS 
Groups I and II 
You should have sections marked A, B, C, D, E, F, and G; and 
two problems marked Problem I and Problem II. 
Sections A-F are due by class time Wednesday, May 8. Section 
G and the two problems are to be handed in on Friday, May 10. If 
for any reason you can not meet one or both of these deadlines, 
please contact Reed Mencke in Room 51k Old Botany Hall, telephone 
294-2354. Be sure to write your name and your instructor's name 
on each separate section or problem you hand in. 
Groups III and IV 
You should have Sections E, F, and G, and Problems I and II. 
Sections E and F are due by class time Wednesday, May 8. 
Section G and the two problems are to be handed in Friday, May 10. 
If for any reason you can not meet one or both of these deadlines, 
please contact Reed Mencke, in Room 314 Old Botany Hall, telephone 
294-2354. 
Group U 
You should have Sections A, B, C, and D; Problems I and II; 
and a summary section. You are to use the summary as a guide to 
your thinking as you do the problems. 
Sections A, B, C, and D are due by class time Wednesday, 
May 8. The two problems are to be handed in by Friday, May 10, 
If for any reason you can not meet one or both of these deadlines, 
please contact Reed Mencke in Room 314 of Old Botany Hall, tele-
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phone 294-2354. In order for you to receive credit for the assign­
ment, be sure to write your name and the name of your instructor 
on each section and problem you turn in. 
Group UI 
You should have Sections fi, B, C, and D; and Problems I and II. 
Sections A, B, C, and D are due by classtime Uednesday, May 8. 
The two problems are to be handed in by Friday, May 10. If for 
any reason, you can not meet one or both of these deadlines, please 
contact Reed Mencke in Room 314 of Old Botany Hall, telephone 
294-2354. In order for you to receive credit for the assignment, 
be sure to write your name and the name of your instructor on 
each section and problem you turn in. 
Group UII 
You should have Problems I and II and a summary sheet. You 
are to use the summary sheet as a guide to your thinking as you—• -
solve the problems. Problems I and II are due Friday, May 10. 
In order to insure that you receive credit for the assignment, 
be sure to write your name and that of your instructor on each 
individual problem you hand in. 
Group V/III 
You should have Problems I and II. These problems are due 
Friday, May 10, In order to insure that you receive credit for 
this assignment, be sure to write your name and that of your instruc­
tor on each individual problem which you hand in. 
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Group IX 
You should have sections A, B, C, and D; a summary sheet; 
and Problem II. You are to use the summary sheet as a guide to your 
thinking as you solve the problems. Sections A, B, C, and D are 
due Wednesday, May 8. Problem II is due Friday, May 10. To insure 
that you receive credit for this assignment, be sure to sign your 
name and that of your instructor on all sections and problems 
which you hand in. 
Group X 
You should have sections A, B, C, and D and Problem II. 
Sections A, B, C, and D are due Wednesday, May 8. Problem II 
is due Friday, May 10. To insure that you receive credit for this 
assignment, be sure to sign your instructor's name and your own 
name to all sections and problems which you hand in. 
Group XI 
You should have a summary sheet and Problem II. The summary 
sheet is to guide your thinking as you work the problem. Problem 
II is due Friday, May ID. To insure that you receive credit for 
this assignment, be sure to write your name and your instructor's 
name on the problem when you hand it ia. 
Group XII 
You should have Problem II in your packet. This problem is 
due Friday, May 10. To insure that you receive credit for this as­
signment, be sure to write your name on the problem when you hand 
it in. 
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APPENDIX JL GUIDELINE FOR 
RATING PROBLEM I 
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GUIDELINE FOR RATING PROBLEM I 
I. ^ -0 Scale 
A. General Procedure 
1. Find the best stated objective. 
2. Find the most poorly stated objective. If this one 
scores between 1.00 and 2.00 (i. s., the objective seems 
totally irrelevant to the objective), lower your rating 
of 1 by .5 pt. Please note that the above implies that 
lack of relevance is to be taken into account only in 
Step 2 and hence should result in a loss of more than 
.5 pt. 
3. Check scoring criteria in 6 to see if a minimal level 
of acceptable performance has been specified. If there 
was, add .5 pt. to the score decided upon in 2. 
B. Scoring Instructions 
1. "Teach children to be creative," = 1.50. 
"Tell a story,* = 1.50; or "tell a story which is crea­
tive or original," = 2.00. 
2. "Tell a story which is relevant," (with no mention 
of its being unusual) = 3.50, 
3. "Tell a story which is unusual or infrequent," = 
4.00. 
4. "Tell a story which is unusual and relevant," = 
4.25. 
5 Sets up some fairly specific points which a judge 
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could look for in a story, e. g., unusual endings, 
story based on details not actually present in the story. 
Such criteria would facilitate but need not guarantee 
agreement = 5.00, 
6. Responses are stated in terms of behavior which is 
specific enough that agreement is at least a possibility 
and in addition some criteria level has been specified 
to indicate the minimum level of acceptable performance. 
This should add .5 pt. to the score you would have as­
signed on the basis of the extent to which behavior was 
specified. IMote how the scoring of the following ex­
amples would compare with the scoring in 1, 2, 3, 4, 
and 5 respectively. 
Ig. "Tell at least one creative story during an 
hour of classtime," = 2.50. 
2 . "Tell a story in which most ideas are relevant 3 —— 
to ajt least one major detail in the picture," = 4.00. 
3g. "Tell a story in which there is a_t least one 
infrequent response," = 4.50. 
4g. "Tell a story in which there is at. least one 
infrequent response and/or one relevant response," = 
4.75. 
5g, "Tell a story which contains and elaborates 
upon ajt least one detail which was implied but not 
actually present in the picture," = 5.50. 
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II. ff-K Scale 
A, General Procedure 
1. Find the best idea (one that will score highest on 
A-H ). 
2. Find the worst idea; i. e., one that is invalid 
psychologically. If you find such an objective, lower 
the score for 1 by .5 pt. 
a. Check scoring criteria for a derivation based 
on reinforcement. 
b. Check scoring criteria for a derivation based 
on Torrance's study, 
8. Scoring Instructions 
1. Use the uncertain category (2.50, 3.50, or 4.501 
for responses in which the only evidence of sensitivity 
to the story is one of the following: 
a. "Use picture. " 
b. "Cover part of picture and see if they can 
adjust the story to the covered detail later on 
when it is uncovered." 
2. Mentions "reinforcing creative behavior." 
a. "Reinforce the child," = 3.00. 
b. "Reinforce creative behavior," = 3.00. 
c. Reinforce by means of 
(1) "toys" or other prize = 5.00. 
(2) •"candy" = 5.00. 
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(3) "winning a game" = 5.00. 
Any of the above constitute a level 5.00 
response. 
3. Possible derivations from Torrance's study. (These 
would be scored as psychological applications, 3.00, 
4.00, or 5.00). 
a. "Tell children to be creative," = 2.50 if no 
evidence of sensitivity is present; 3.50 if evidence 
of sensitivity is present. 
b. "Instructor asks questions designed to stimulate 
creative thought," = 2.50 or 3.50 depending on 
sensitivity score. 2.50 if no sensitivity is pre­
sent in other ideas. 3.50 if sensitivity is present 
in other ideas. 
c. Any mention of providing the child with a rule 
which might generate a creative story scores as a 
3.00 or 4.00 depending on whether sensitivity is 
present in other ideas. Example: "Tell child to 
think of something or someone who might be present 
on the train and tell a story based on this," = 
3.50 if no sensitivity; 4.50 if sensitivity is 
present. 
d. "Tell child to tell as many different stories 
as possible" (essentially a brainstorming instruc­
tion) = 3.50 if no sensitivity; 4.50 if sensitivity. 
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e. Any of the above spelled out in a manner which 
clearly considers such variables as the children's 
vocabulary level or other developmental variables. 
Example: "Teacl^ children a rule by reinforcement 
and shaping techniques," = 5.00. 
4. Possible derivations from studies in the program. 
a. Suggestions as to how to increase the associa­
tive strength of a creative response. 
(1) Introduce words to "cue" an original story 
3.00 if no sensitivity present; 4.00 if sensi­
tivity present.^ 
(2) Use pictures to cue an original story 
= 4.50. 
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APPENDIX K: QUESTIONNAIRE 
IBB 
Baa* 
Th# Item# below ere Intended to provide a Masure of your attitudes toward 
and interest in various aspects of the study. You are to rate each on a 1 to 99 
point scalec For each item write the number between 1 end 99 which corresponds to 
your attitude towards the item in question. Please do not use a slash or cheCk. 
Write the exact number which describes your attitude. ~ 
1, Rate the degree to which each problem wu relevant to your interests. 
On the scale below write the nus&er lAich best indicates this interest» 
Problem I 
50 99 
Totally irrelevant 
to any of my interests 
Not sure 
whether problem 
is relevant or not 
Extremely 
relevent to ay 
interests 
Problem II 
1 50 99 
Totally irrelevant 
to any of ay interests 
Hdt sure 
whether problem 
is relevant or not 
Extremely 
relevant to my 
interests 
2o Rate the degree to which you felt you understood what each of the 
programs was asking you to do. Write the appropriate number on the scale below. 
Problem I 
1 50 99 
Couldn't understand 
the problem at all 
Not sure 
whether I understood 
the problem or not 
Onderstood 
perfectly 
Problem II 
1 50 ; 91 
Couldn't understand Not sure Ubderstoof 
at all whether I understood perfectly 
the problem or not 
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3. Rat* your raaetion to tha portion of the program vhich yon eomplatad. 
Writ* tha unribar which boat indicates yoor raaetion. 
Sactions C & D 
50 99 
Vary boring - a 
complete waate 
of tim 
1lBsitreH)on*t 
know whether it was 
interesting or not 
The moat 
interesting 
aasigmnent I've 
completed at Z8U 
Sections E,P, & 6 
50 JSL 
Very boring-a 
ewq^lete waste 
of tims 
Unsnra-Don't 
know whether it waa 
interesting or not 
most 
interesting 
completed at Z8V 
4. What was year overall reaction to this project? Write the appropriate 
1 50 99 
Very boring and 
a complete waate of 
tims 
Oasnre-Don't 
«Aether it 
was interesting or 
interesting 
aaslgMiiir I've 
completed •£ XtU 
